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B.C. ,RAIL HEARING IS TOLD 
INSIDE 
• " day ,tartlng to . . .  
Dear Abby, p. 2 
Dease,Lake line would tie into Alas :a's wealth 
By ANDREW PETTER 
Herald staff writer 
Plans to establish a trans- 
continental rail link from 
Alaskato the central United 
States are dependent upon 
completion o f  the Dease 
Lake rail extension, 
A laskan  s ta te  
representatives told the 
.Royal Commission on .the 
B.(~. Railway in Terrace 
Monday. 
The  A laskan  
government's brief to the 
commission included a 
preliminary study into the 
transcontinental ra i l~in the Yu'kon and an 
~roposal. And Richard additional .100 miles in 
akins of the Alaska British Columbia after 
Department of Commerce completion of the Dease 
andEconomie Development Lake extension. 
said that the state was now It ~ would link up at 
preparlag to go ahead with a Whitehorse with an emsting 
complete, $1 million cost- rail line north from 
benefit analysis of the Skagway on the Alaskan 
project, panhandle, the provincial 
The Alaska proposal calls royal commission was told. 
for a rail line to be built Asked by commission 
from Falrbanks to connect counsel Martin Taylor if the 
with the proposed B.C. Rail development of the i~ail line 
line at Dease Lake. • was dependent on 
The route would require ~ completion of the Dease 
the construction of297 miles Lake extension, Eakins said 
of track in Alaska, 560 milos it was "doubtful" that a 
connection from Fairhanks 
to the panhandle alone 
would warrant he capital 
investment. 
Eaklns said that 
representatives of his 
department • had met 
separately with the 
Canadian, Yukon, and B.C. 
governments about the 
proposal and .had obta~, ed 
encouragement, al hough no 
commitmentS had been  
given. 
Referring specifically to 
the B.C government, Eaklns 
said that he had received "a 
very positive response 
within the last month." 
But asked after the 
hearings about the 
province's decision to halt 
construction of the Dease 
Lake line, he emphasized 
that unless this northwest 
line went ahead, the 
Alaskan plan would not be 
viable. ' - 
However, "we are looking 
at a 10 to 15 year time 
frame," he said. 
Eakins said that he does 
not think it is realistic to 
expect hat "crude oil would 
be carried on the rail line 
despite interest in such a 
FASTEST ROUTE 
proposal by Canadian 
groups. 
He said the rail link would 
provide a means to 
transport minerals, refined 
petroleum products, forest 
products and agricultural 
goods to the central United 
States, as well as to ship 
finished products and food_ 
from continental United 
States to Alaska. " 
When Taylor challenged a 
cost estimate in the 
preliminary study of $1.2 
million a mile to build the 
railway, an Alaskan official 
said that it was a "ball park 
figure" which had been 
based on information from 
four railway companies. 
"I suggest i is not in the 
ball , park," Taylor 
responoco. 
Eakins agreed with 
Taylor that there "will be a 
huge question mark over the 
study (in terms of projected 
revenues from such a 
railway) no matter how 
detailed your study is.', 
But the Alaska 
re~.resentative said that the 
railway would serve as a 
means for governments o 
encourage nor thern  
being butt according to a blue print drawn 
up by the District of Terrace. In this 
picture are Mervin Beedle (left) 
• Supervisor David Hull and Kent 
Keenleyside (parlally hidden). The other 
two helping on the project are Allan Sutter 
and David Cruzzelle.. (Photo by DAVID 
• Richardson) 
Five Terrace youths are adding a little 
excitment toTerrace living by constructing 
an adventure playground beside E.T. 
Kenney Primary School on Loon Street. 'A 
Canada works project, the playground will 
consist of a swinging 'bridge, flreman's 
pole, climbing •rope, walking beam, 
Jumping pit and stairs. The whole thing is 
v 
develol~n, ent in any case. 
Asked by Taylor ff United 
• States funding would end at 
the Yukon border should 
such a rail link be built, 
Ealdags aid that it would. 
The Alaskan delegation's 
testimony came during the 
nrst of two days of public 
hearings in Terrace by the 
commission. Chaired by 
Mr .  Justice Lloyd 
McKenzie, the three 
member board has been 
holding public sessions at a 
nunfoe~" of communities on 
the BCR route. 
Stewartsees role 
as major terminal 
By ANDREW PETTER Stewart's plan would Still 
Herald staff wflter use the proposed section of 
• railway between Suskeena 
The distriet~ of Stewart and Meziadin, but from 
should serve as a northw~t there the railway would go 
terminus for the British directly through the Bear 
Columbia Railway, Stewart River pass to Stewar t ,  119 
mayor Ian McLeod said miles closer than Terrace 
Monday. and 191 miles closer than 
McLeod and private FrinceRupert. 
engineering consu l tant '  Stothert produced 1976 
Winston Stothert .Ola .me feasibility study his 
Roya l  Comml_ssl.on company produced for 
inquiring intone ut;.~...mat Stewart which claimed that 
co~truction f a rau link , there  ~' is  a realistic" 
from Suskeeim, ::.~S. :/mil..sa:~ l~ujbility~of c nstructing~a 
north o f  'Terrace on me railway from Stewart o the 
Dease Lake extenniun~ to  Nasa River (Meziadin)." 
Stewart would result in an He told the commission 
all-BCR route to a deep sea 
Pacific port. _ 
Stothert said that if the 
Stewart link went ahead he 
"would imagine" that it 
would make unneccessary a 
]]roposed rail line from 
~usgeeaa to Terrace ,~a 
Meziadin Lake. 
that rough estimates 
indicated that a line to 
Stewart would be $150 
million less expensive than 
a Terrace connection. 
McLeod and Stothert also 
pointed out that he Stewart- 
Meziadln route was free of 
native land •claim problems 
and would not need to 
involve the Canadian 
National Railway as in the 
case of the other proposal. 
An all-BCR route would 
avoid rate sharing and other 
problems, Stothert said. 
• The Stewart submission 
also included a proposed T WN • . CAPE 0 (CP) - -A  
harbor development pmn natient given a baboon's 
for the town• . h~rt  by ~uth African heart 
Stothert asserted that ten r, IAn nl n~e lr3P . . . . . .  ns .__t r .on  . . . . . .  
harbor facilities could be ¢~h~,~n ~,~ In a= 
constructed easil ~ and one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' -  . . . .   eration Monday died 
mexponswely at stewart ~ ,, ,, - -  a • • I today,, a s kesm n at 
..:He al~ eneour.aged .th.e ~ ~Gr~t~Schuu r ~p i ta i  here 
"t;ommisslon to establish a announced 
separate crown corporation The h~' t  of the baboon 
to .carry out new was implanted into the 
development onthe railway • • A 10 hour • natsent in _ __- . . . .  
_T°day,. the... BCR ~peration which, the 
~ommlsslon Wil l  near h,~.' ol ~=i io ",=,=,! . . . . .  I t -  . _d ,  - bell . . . .  to 
submissions from the be t~e first of its kind 
Districtof Terrace, Kitimat- A spokesman at the 
Stikine Regional District, hospital ~aid the patient 
the City of Prince Rupert died at 6.30 p.m. EDT 
and the Mining Association Monday. 
of B.C. 
BABOON'S HEART 
FALLS TO PUMP 
HUMAN BLOOD 
• HYDRO CHAIRMAN A TTACKED 
The hospital said earlier 
the operation was 
• performed so the baboon 
heart might assist he ailing 
heart Of the patient, who 
was not identified and whose 
sex was not Wen. . . 
• I t  ad&d tliat the pauem 
previously had an aortic 
valve replaced. 
Dr. Rarnard performed 
the world's first heart 
transplant in 1967 and 
accomplished another 
medical first in 1974 when be 
~rerformed a second 
ansplant on the same 
patient, 58-year-old Ivan 
Taylor. 
I 
Barrett blasts .Bonner on N-power 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  
Opposition leader Dave 
Barrett called on Energy 
Minister Jack Davis 
Monday to force British 
Columbia Hydro chairman 
Robert Bouner to either shut 
up or retract his statements 
about nuclear power. 
Barrett said during 
debate on Davis's budgetary 
estimates that Banner has 
publicly contradicted the 
minister's stated opposition 
to  development ofnuclsar 
power by B.C. Hydro. 
LOTTO,CANADA WINNERS 
Bachelor wins $million 
John Stanley Brown, one' welfare," he added. He now Robert, 27, and campground 
of 12 $1-miilion winners in works as a machine owners Jim and June 
Sunday's Loto Canada operator in Woodstock, Ont. Waldner of Re.gina... 
draw, plans to buy a house 85 MILLION TO QUEBEC For the Waloners, the win 
with servants, the" ~iggest Five of .the $1-million meant relief from worries 
Cadillac,na mobile home to prizes in Sunday's draw about how to pay the bills 
travel through the United went to Quebecers. and stay in business. 
States and a big stick to Robert Harbour, of. BILLS ACCUMULATING 
fight off the women. Rouyn, Lise Verrmette of The couple went into the 
The 43-year-old bachelor Gatinean, a group of eight campground business three 
• from Ingersoll, Ont., who nurses and one male friend years ago with other family 
was ahartender for 14 from Sherbrooke, 17 members but this was the 
first year operating alone 
while trying to buy out the 
three digits of her ticket and 
thought she was a $100 
winner. She was about to 
call her son when he 
telephoned her to say they 
shared $1 million. 
"I've always'bought 
lottery tickets," said Mrs. 
Log~ie~ a widowed mother 
of eight. 'I've alw.ays kept 
hoping and hoping out aeep 
down I never expected to 
win." ~ouresrs ~ has been married Montreal bank employees 
times but now wants to and 10 paint 'company She and her son said they 
avoid it. employees from Longuem*l partners. The campground .had planned no radical 
"It'llbe a pleasure to fight held $1-million tickets, has not 5sen busy and the changes in their lifestyles 
the women off, butI'm going Aspokesmanfortbepaint bills have been accumu- and would leave the money 
to buy a bi~ stick just in company employees said he lating, alone while considering the 
case," he said. has no immediate plans for Waldner said he thought futures. , 
As well, he plans to donate his share of the prize money, about what he would do if he 
$25,000 to the Salvation None of the other Quebec 
winners was available for 
comment. 
Other $1-miilion Loto 
Canada winners include five 
officers and office worker 
Serita Hinchey of the RCMP 
detachment i  Fredericton, 
Mrs, Eunice Loggie, 60, of 
Toronto, who shared a 
winning tiv.ket with her son 
Army for helping him three 
years ago when he was 
unemployed' and buy a 
Cadillac for the person who 
sold him the ticket. 
"I was without money in 
my jeans or food in my 
belly. The Salvation Army 
paidmy rent, gave me food 
vouchers and helped me get 
The New Democratic 
Party leader asked Davis to 
show who held the real 
~crWer with. respect to the 
own corporation and "toll 
Bonner to shut up." 
Davis said in the 
legislature on Friday that 
" MAFIA 
MLA 's 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
AttorneyGeneral Garde 
Gardom says his ministry 
will listen to tapes of 
undercover  po l i ce  
conversations to see if any 
British Columbia politicians 
are mentioned inconnection 
with organized crime. 
Gardom told the 
legislature during question 
period Monday that he has 
not heard tapes held by the 
Co-ordinated Law En- 
forcement Unit, but he 
would investigate. 
CLEU has, for more than 
a year, held the tapes of a 
conversation between MP 
John Reynolds (PC-- 
Burnaby-Richmond-Delta ) 
and a police agent posing as 
a Mafia figure. 
Gardom said that as far as 
he knows, there are no other 
B.C. politicians involved 
with the tapes. 
Gardom's statement in 
answer to a question by Alex 
Macdona ld  (NDP--  
Vancouver East) followed a
CBC television series on 
org~ crime. 
~,eynolds and fellow Con- 
servative MP ClauDe 
Wagner have said they plan 
to sue the Crown 
corporation because of the 
shows. • 
there would be no nuclear 
plants in B.C. 
He said the government 
would continue the anti- 
nuclear policy of the 
previous two ad- 
ministrations for economic 
reasons. B.C. did not need 
nuclear power stations 
because ithad other energy 
alternatives. 
However, in an interview 
with the Colonist, Boaner 
said Friday that provincial 
government opposition to 
nuclear power d~.an't mean 
plants won't be developed in
the future. REALITY ,IN I0 
YEARS 
Bonner said nuclear 
mPOWer will become areality 
"10  years or so!' if 
alternative nergy sources 
do not meet the province's 
needs. 
The Hydro head also said 
the corporation had made 
studies of possibilities for 
nuclear stations in B.C. 
In the legislature on 
Monday, the Social Credit 
~ overnment launched a ouble-pronged denial of the 
Banner statements. 
Davis said that as far as 
he knew, there had been o 
specific studies into nuclear 
power, and if such studies 
were taking place, he would 
order them terminated. 
George Mussallem (SC-- 
Dewdney), the government 
whip, said he had talked 
with Bonner since Friday 
and Bonner denied making 
the statements attributed to 
BREAK-IN 
h•n•. 
Barrett called the B,,,mer 
statements irresponsible 
and chided Davis for having 
so little control over the 
Hydro chairman. 
The attorney-general sug- 
gested at a Social Credit 
meeting that a "save 
Quebec from separation 
fund" be sat up in lieu of 
such payments. 
He said that B.C. should 
p lace  equa l i za t ion  
~yments to Quebec in an 
Interest-earning account 
pending the outcome .of a 
i-eferandum on separauon. 
Gibson said the notion was 
an "incredibly stupid 
suggest ion"  which 
"amounts  to pol i t ical  
b lackmai l . "  
Commons hears allegation 
that RCMP burned evidence 
By GERARD McNEIL 
OTTAWA, (CP) -- 
SoliciterGeneral Francis 
Fox began Monday to check 
a Commons allegation by 
Elmer MacKay (PC-- 
Central Nova) that RCMP in 
Montreal destroyed up to 
• two tons of confidential 
documents early this month 
in anticipation of a Quebec 
inquiry into an illegal raid 
by police, including the 
RCMP, in 1972. 
MacKay privately gave 
Fox additional details after 
the minister said during the 
Commons question w.riod 
that he hadn't heard of the 
alleged estruction, 
"I gave Francis a bit 
more material--a few 
additional details--the 
name of an officer who was 
reported to me to have 
assisted indestruction of
documents," the Nova 
Scotia lawyer said in an 
interview later, 
MacKay said he had been 
told bya reliable source that 
RCMP officers "literally 
cried" as documents and 
fcles dated as recently as 
1974 were destroyed. 
BEFORE 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The alleged destruction 
occurred two weeks before 
Quebec A. ttomey-General 
MarcAndre  Bedard  
announced that Quebec City_ 
lawyer .Jean Keable would 
carry out an inquiry into 
why no charges were placed 
until more than four years 
after the raid without 
warrant, termed a 
"burglary" by MacKay. 
W "They knew there was 
going to be an inquiry,' 
MacKay said of the 
" was for this Mounties. It 
reason the documents were 
destroyed." 
His informant had 
assured him it was not a 
routine matter. 
"H they were destroyed, it 
had to be for political 
l '~80ns," 
won $1 million but when it 
happened, he went blank• weamer MMM ._~M.M-  
He said they plan to pay off 
business debts and perhaps Yesterday's High: 1~ Low: 
add a swimming pool to the 10  
campground-- after they 
take a month-long holiday. Today's predictions: High: 
Mrs. Loggie, a registered 14 Low: 9 
nursing assistant in a 
Toronto hospital for 10 Cloudy with occasional 
years, checked only the last • showers 
~j 
t 
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KITIMA T GRADS 
They truly made the grade! 
By BRIAN GREGG 
Kltlmat Editor 
Kitimat graduation has 
become a streamlined, 
ip 
lanned operation that 
begins in September, 
according to Marllyn Cook, 
vice principal of Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary School. 
The operation starts in 
September with the 
formation of the Grad 11 
club which works until 
December planning the 
J1~ne graduation theme. 
Materials are ordered 
after the New Year's break 
and the Grad 11 Club then 
begins .to work out the 
decoratmns during the next 
few month, Cook told the 
Herald. 
In March, work begins to 
"gear up," she said, and it is 
at this t~ne the club looks at 
its fmances to see if further 
fund-raising activities are 
~ulred.  
e Grads also meet Cook 
in April to see what heme is 
being worked out and then 
decide on changes they 
aright wish to make. 
Graduation was held 
Friday in the MESS Gym. 
During the previous 
evening, grad students and 
teachers held a banquet 
during which humorous 
awards were presented. 
Among the tokens were 
the "motor mouth" award, 
the "hall" awards, and the 
"counsellors international" 
award. 
This last award is given to 
the student who has had the 
[most parent-requested 
[ surveys done on him. 
I The winner of this year's 
I award had 39 surveys done 
i! Ion him. These involved 
.i [checking his attendance, 
:: Ichecking to see if he was in 
:! [his scheduled class, etc. 
i [ Teaciiers involved in the 
~! [planning for the graduation 
! [were Shiela Robinson and 
.i [Stun Watchorn. 
: I Master of Cermonies 
i Iduring the graduation 
'! [ ceremony was G. Neumann, 
:! |princi l)al;  candlelight 
?~. processmn and introduction 
/ ,  of graduates was conducted 
::i by Branca Verde; pianist 
: was Ernest Ruppenthal; 
historian was Brenda 
Veitman; message to grads 
! was ~iven by D. Sutherland, 
distr|ct superintendent of 
shcools; valedictorian was 
Dirk Beck and 
commencement address 
was given by Doug 
Frenette. 
This year's theme was 
"Looking for Space", the 
title of a song by John 
I)env~r. 
Following is the list of 1977 
MESS grads: 
Maria Carmela Dodaro 
Tony Nuzzo 
Liliana Galante 
Zelia C. Cabrai 
Gordon David Schulte 
Anne Pacheco 
Paul Smith 
Cheryl Baxter 
Dawn Elizabeth Charneahi 
Joel L. Bouliaune 
William J. Bovingdon 
Janice Kim Tremblay 
Catherine Diane Goels 
Tom Mourgas 
Ernie Oliver 
Caireen Ellis 
Joaune Shelley Rooten 
Robert Miller 
Inn McGregor Berrisford 
Mary Jane Bowerman 
Jennifer B. Gunyon 
Richard E. Meyer 
Linda Robinson 
Timothy J. Sparrow 
Sandra Robinson 
Sy lv ia  Romana 
Atamanchuk 
Louis R. Grilo 
Alice Angela Miani 
K/m Andersen 
Elizabeth Mah 
Veronica Dudy 
Barry M. Parker 
Steve E. Bernauer 
Brenda Susan Weitman 
Mary  A lexandra  
Yovanovich 
Christopher J. Smith 
Ronald Russell Kussner 
Joanne M. Coldieott 
Carol Ann Janzen 
Arto Paivio 
$teven McLeed 
Wendy A'Dell Campbell 
Trudy Ann Seller 
Brad R. Markert 
Anna Marya Jose 
Francisco Redrigues 
Maria De Fatima Jose 
Susan E. McKone 
Jamie Ryan 
Donna Marie Hrykiw 
Robert Geori~e Magee 
Lori J. Dennill 
Anna Rigoni 
Joe Calado . . . .  
Randy Lippert 
Carol Patricial Diack 
Helen Barbara Koch 
Neil G. Reynolds 
Allen Hoover 
Kitimat grads wait at the doors to the Students filed to the front of the stage 
Mount ElizabethSecondary School gym where they were called to present 
where the ceremony took place, themselves to parents and guests. 
Kathy Kukoly 
Maria S. C. Monteiro 
David Melanson 
Gaff Pocha 
Andrew Papenbrock 
Anna Maria Fornari 
Silvia Janet Klein 
Moreno Guizzo 
Isabel Da Silva 
Brian James 
Monica I. 0este 
Dirk Meissner 
"~eta Muchalla 
Joe Dacosta 
Antonio F. Tavares 
Susan V. Thoma 
Anne C. Crosby 
Kelly Wayne Lewis 
Douglas C. Davis 
Debbie L. Bikowski 
Karen Rothney 
Peter A. Numerich 
Joe Raposo 
Kordula Bolst 
Barbara L. Knoll 
Josue Leonsrdo Ferreira 
Thomas D. Keating 
Lucy Ann Czarnecki 
Sllvana Linguanti 
Torsten Kaffunke 
Gins Santos 
Ron S. Masch 
Maria Ventura 
Anna Amaral 
Kim R. Aiken 
Regina Amado 
Jamie Bennett 
Dian Fullerton 
Doreen M. Zabot 
Steve Carlo Loggia 
Randal Klassen 
Louisa Genzaie 
D~a eelica Mueller 
Duaine Fetzner 
VernonG. Mitchell 
Barbara Jean Scott 
M. Emily Pereira 
Valdemar Matins 
Garry Brassard 
Lori Crozier 
Jennifer Ann Graydon 
Kelly James Marsh 
Kath leen  Annet te  
Degemeas • , . 
James Kenneth Lewis 
Zelia M. Martins 
Mike Gallagher 
Lynda Scott 
Eftychia Sfll~as 
Murray A. Ross 
POLLUTION ISSUES 
Twins Capable 
Of Reproducing 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~c', 1977 by "me Chicago Ttibune.N,Y.News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR AIJBY: I am going with a girl who has a twin 
brother. We are very much in love and have talked about 
getting married one day, but that will have to wait because 
I am only 18 and she is 17, 
Someone told me that in the case of boy-giri twins, the 
girl has only a 5 per cent chance of having a child. Is that 
true? 
WORRIED 
DEAR WORRIED: Nol That misconception ( o pun 
intended) must have originated from the fact that when a 
cow bears twins and one is a male and another a female, 
the female (called "free.murtin") stands only a 5 per cent 
chance of reproducing. That's no b/fill 
DEAR ABBY:  Our daughter ran away to get married 
when she was 17. Two years later her husband left her and 
their small baby. The court awarded her sufficient support 
so that she could maintain her own apartment, which she 
did until recently. She decided to take a practical nursing 
course at tl~e vocational school, so I agreed to take care of 
her baby. It simplified matters by having her move in with 
dad and me. "' 
Before she moved in I made a few rules. One was that 
she was not to entertain any male guests unless dad or I 
were home. The other night she had a male friend here, 
knowing we wouldn't be home. This upset me. Her father 
claims he is 21, and we should trust her. It is a matter of 
principle with me. Do you think a 21-year.old ivorcee 
should be allowed to entertain male friends alone? 
AGAINST IT 
DEAR AGAINST. Yes. She was wrong to have violated 
a "role" she agreed to accept. But you were wrong for 
having made such a rule in the first place. Why offer your 
daughter a roof over her head and then raise it becahse she 
wants to entertain her friends at home? 
Where else should a respectable woman entertain? 
Eit.her change that rule, Mother, or tell daughter to change 
her address. You'll both be much happier. 
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to 
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., 
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose n long, 
self-addressed, stamped (24~1 envelope. 
TWO CANNERIES 
Fishermen demand look 
into coast closure 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers Union 
Monday demanded theft he 
feder~:l and pr~,~;~c~al 
governments investigate he 
planned shutdowns of two 
'fish canneries and a rice 
mill owned by Delta Food 
Processors Ltd. 
The demand is contained 
in a telegram to Romeo 
LeBlanc, federal fisheries 
minister and Sam Bawlf, 
provincial conservation 
minister. 
Delta owns  Queen 
Charlotte Fisheries Ltd., 
with B.C. plants in nearby 
• Richmond and Prince 
Bennett 
pushes on 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Premier Bill Bennett 
reaffirmed Monday his 
government's intention to 
press ahead with legislation 
to provide funding for 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia 's  
independent schools, but 
said the bill might be 
changed. 
Bennett old reporters the 
bill will proceed despite 
public pressure and New 
Democratic Party protests. 
The legislation awaits third 
reading. 
Bennett said he's never 
seen any legislation that 
couldn't be improved and if 
the NDP found justifiable 
fault with the bill, changes 
might be made. 
NDP MLAs walked out of 
second reading debate last 
week in protest over the 
government's refusal to call 
a referendum on the 
legislation. 
Rupert, Bingham Fisheries 
Ltd. of Vancouver and the 
rice mill in Richmond. 
The union said the plants 
re money-makers and the 
company should be forced to 
explain why it is eliminating 
the jobs of about 500 
seasonal cannery workers 
and another 100 full-time 
employees. 
Delta president Harold 
Gavin has refused to 
comment on the closure. 
PLANT PURCHASED 
Also on Monday, Barry 
McMillan, president of J. S. 
McMillan Fisheries Ltd., 
announced the purchase of 
the Queen Charlotte plant at 
Prince Rupert, retaining 
existing staffs. 
There was no word on 
whether Queen Charlotte's 
larger Richmond plant was 
for sale. 
Morris Anderson, a 
shoreworkers union vice- 
Phresident, said 29 workers at 
e Richmond plant were 
given 24-hour layhoff notices 
last Friday. 
Union president Jack 
• Nicol said the shutdowns 
will affect tendermen and 
fishermen as well as the 
cannery workers. 
Nicol said Queen 
Charlotte i s  a well- 
established company that 
"has extracted milhons of 
dollars in profits from the 
fishery resources of this 
province and their decision 
to quit now is nothing short 
of scandalous." 
Union business agent Bill 
Procopation said about 28 
fishing crews would have to 
look for other buyers 
'because of the shutdowns. 
Dollars 
for school. 
The: federal goverm,ent 
has awarded a contract for, 
$746,680 for the construction 
of a day school at the 
Kulkayu Indian Reserve at 
Hartley Bay, Skeena MP 
Iona  Campagno lo  
announced Monday, 
The wood frame structure 
will be built by Guran 
Construction Co. Ltd. of 
Langley, Campagnolo said. 
Completion is expected by 
February, 1978. 
Plans call for facilities 
which include hot water 
heating, since there is no 
access to the location: by 
road, materials will be 
brought in by boat. 
Campagnolo said "that 
Guran submitted the lowest 
acceptable bid following 
public advertising. The 
highest bid was $1,044,242. 
Postal time changes. 
Due to the changes in the airline schedules, the 
mail pickup from our street letter boxes has 
changed. 
Effective Sunday June 19, 1977 the morning 
pick up in Tbornhill is 9:45 a.m. and Terrace 
10:15 a.m. The dowtown Terrace afternoon pick 
up is 2:00 p.m. 
To ensure your marl makes the Vancouver 
flights please mail early and consult he times on 
your street letter boxes and in the  Post Office. 
Socreds trying 
to mum critics 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Two environmentalists say 
they have been hassled by 
provincialministers over 
their stands on pollution 
issues. 
Mer r iam Doucet ,  
chairman of the herbicide 
and pesticide committe of 
the Society for Poltution and 
Environmental Control, 
said Monday she received a
registered letter from 
Forests Minister Tom 
Waterland "that amounts to 
a threat." 
Dr. David Clarke, public 
health officer of the South 
Ohanagan region, said he 
was warned in an inter- 
office memo from Health 
Minister Bob Mcclelland 
not to sl~ak pub[[tally about 
effluent discharge and the 
~roposed spraying of 
erbicide 2,4-D in Lake 
Okanagan. 
Water land  ear l ie r  
proposed spraying parts of 
the Fraser Canyon with 
carbaryl and' orthene in an 
attempt o kill the spruce 
budworm. The plan was 
delayed a year for reconsid 
eration after opposition 
from environmentalists and 
residents. 
N ie l sen  recent ly  
announced the  
government's intention to 
use 2,4-D to kill mllfoil weed 
in Lake Okanagan, a plan 
opposed by many, including 
Clarke. 
RECEIVED LETTER 
Doucet said she received a 
letter from Waterland 
requesting information 
gathered during the 
seminar on budworm spray- 
ing held in April. But he had 
added, said Doucet, if the 
information was not 
forthcoming he would tell 
the public "to the detriment 
to your credibility." 
"I take that as a threat," 
she said. 
She said she would send 
the information which had 
been delayed by her  
involvement in the 
Olmrmgan issue and illness. 
She also said she would send 
a bill for the duplicating 
coots, which comes out of 
her pocket. 
"Why is the onus on me tp 
~ Royal Canadia n Legion 
Branch No. 13 (Piacific) 
Terrace 
By MaryAnn "Burdett 
Past sucessful events of interest were The Ladies 
Auxilliary Spring Smorgasborg held in the I:egion 
on May 29. 
Approximately 350 people enjoyed the dsual 
tremendous meal that the Ladies prepared. The 
work the Ladies of the Auxilliary do over each year 
is recognized and appreciated by all those 
connected with Branch no. 13 of the Royal 
Canadian Legion. 
The Golf Tournament was a pleasant day with 
many golfers and learners howing up to join in the 
good times. I am sorry I do not have any 
information regarding scores and-  or prize 
winners. 
I thas been nmmured tlmt on~ Comrade" suffered! ~ ' i ' : 
som~' small problem with co-ordination of the 
hands making a good hold on his golf club almost 
impossible. Could it be that someone greased his 
golfing gloves? 
Upcoming, this Sunday., Juen 26th is the day that 
members and their term'lies look forward to from 
year to year. It is tee annual Legion Picnic at the 
Hart Farm. 
Remember this year to get your ticket books 
turned in and receive your gate passes. Those 
without passes will be charged a $5.00 entry fee at 
the gate. 
Please return these ticket books immediately to 
Comrade Bill Davis, Box 614, Terrace. 
Delegates to• the Provincial Convention in 
Pentieton have made their safe return and a brief 
report was given to the General Meeting regarding 
convention happenings by Comrades ROn Gowe 
and Gordon Dickie. A further report will be in the 
Dispatch in the near future. 
Summer Stand Down is now in progress with 
there being no further General Meetings until 
September. Do not forget though that each Friday 
and Saturday night there is dancing to live music at - 
the Branch, a nice way to spend a relaxing evening 
with your Comrades. 
show the chemicals are 
harmful, when it should be 
on him to prove they're 
safe?" 
Clarke said Sunday he had 
received a carbon copy of 
the office lettpr from 
McCleiland to En ¢ironment 
Minister Jim Nielsen last 
fall in which Mcclelland 
wrote: "Reference is made 
to your memo of Dec. 15 in 
which it is drawn to my 
attention the director of 
public health (in South 
Ohanagan) appears to be 
too vocal in regard to the 
weed problem in Okanagan 
Lake. In particular, the at- 
tached article from a Van- 
couver newspaper (of mid 
December)/" 
However, Mcclelland said 
• Monday he never told 
Clarke to keep quiet about 
the controversy over 
increased sewage effluent. 
GOING TOO FAR 
Mcclelland said he was 
fairly supportive of Clarke, 
but he had "~ received 
representations_from thers 
stating that ClarKe was 
going too far. 
The minister said he 
accepted  the i r  
representations, but that 
does not mean he would ask 
any health officer not to do 
his job. 
Clarke said the letter in- 
dicated he had been 
consulted about "playing 
politics" on the issue and 
that he had been told. to 
• refrain from it. 
The letter followed a 
hearing by the board, of: 
health at which the matters 
of increased effluent ouffall 
and the use of the herbicide 
2,4-D to control mflfoil weed 
in the Okanagan Lake 
system were discussed. 
Dr. Clarke said there was 
"quite a hysteria" over the 
subjects at that time and he 
suspects ' the  city of 
Penticton protested his 
involvement to Nielsen and 
OFFENSIVE ACTION 
He said he felt the 
minister's action was 
" repugnant"  and  
"offensive." 
The government was new 
at the time, he said, and 
there were many forces 
coming at it all at once so "I 
guess at a time like this 
extraordinary things 
happen." 
Dr. Clarke said he has not 
~eOken out since receiving 
letter, except for one 
occasion when he was given 
special permission from 
Premier Bill Bennett's 
office. 
KABALARIAN 
PHILOSOPHY 
PRESENTS A 
PUBLIC LECTURE 
TONIGHT JUNE :list 
7 P.M. 
TERRACE ARENA 
Kitimat Stikine Regional 
Hospital District 
Capital Expense Proposal No. 1- 19"/7 Sohedule it 
The Board of Directors of the Kitimat Stikine Regional Hospital DistriCt 
proposes to borrow money at any time or from time to time, after 
• receiving approval of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, by the Issue 
and sales of debentures bearing interest at a rate or rates per annum as 
may be specified by the British Columbia Regional Hospital Districts 
Financing Authority at the time of borrowing and payable over a period 
or periods ]not exceeding twenty.five years from the datejor respective 
dates thereof, In such principal amounts as the Board may from time to 
time deem necessary to raise a net sum not exceeding in the aggregate 
Four Hundred and Sixty Thousand dollars ($4~0,000) after payment of 
discount, ommisslon, brokerage, exchange, and other expenses with 
respect to such Issue or sale, for the purpose of providing 20 percent of the 
cost of construction of a health facility or facilities designated under the 
Regional Hospital Districts .Act •with the remaining 80 percent to be 
provided by.the Province. 
The following in brief and general terms sets out substantially the 
proposed prolect at Terrace: 
1) Offices for Community Health Programmes Staff, 
2) Offices and examining rooms for doctors, 
3) Accommodation for diagnostic and treatment purposes, and other 
related facilities. 
Approved by the Honourable. R.H. McClelland, Minister of Health, on the 
24th day of May, 1977. 
John Pousette, 
Administrator, 
Kitimat Stlkine Regional 
Hospita! District. 
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Forest tinderbox if summer turns dry 
By JOANNE AMES made it the worst aummer on record lower levels in some local lakes and 
Herald staff wilier here, and our records go back to 1900." rivers, although the "apparent run-off" 
This year 's  hot  spells and ligl~t "We would be hard.pressed to match of the last few weeks has raised them 
ralnf~ are nothing to worry over, it for sheer rottenness," said Blakey. der~.r . to  normal heights. 
according to George Blakey at the . What we do have to  worry about Is Little snow has also meant an 
Terrace weather office• "the anowfall. • iner ie  in the dryness of the forest. 
• We're not headed for desert Not that there's much that can be Herb Qusst, Terrace, district for 
conditions, done about it. The water for this ranger, says the ground conditions are 
This is what May and June are summer was auppesed toarriveon ~ "definitely higher" this year than other 
• supposed tobe like in the area. For the slopes between October and April ot years. " 
first time since the beginning of the ' this year. "There ts only one-third the moisture 
'70's, the average temperature and As every skier knows, it didn't really content in the gj~,,und now as opposed to 
rainfall for May has been the rule. make it. . a normal June, he said. 
• And when compared to last year, The snow pack this year was ~ .per . ".There. are two vital, inI[red.i.'ents to
cent of the average. That translates Look at w . l .  you ex ..almne are na.zara. 
,'average" may very well secm like the into 239.3 ca.,  or the second lightest ~ Tile .fl~t..m now .aT. me gro.una m, the sunny tropics. 
"Last year was probably the worst, snowfall in 20 years. The llghtest was _s~:. on.omno.werytne ~r~er~uem a~.  
summer everrecordedfor cool and wet the winter of 1969-70. The ~arger tusm are a~ aoou¢ one-uura 
weather..The combination of the two The low snowfall has resulted in. moisture right now too. 
i 
Representing ';Beta;~Sigma Phi . .s~Ity,: .  :.,a real.~servl~e/te:~, community and that 
Maxine Inglis (right) presents Nancy Clay • our donation will be put to excellent use 
of the Terrace Child Development with a here," she said. Ms. Clay said the money 
cheque for $I00. "We feelthis con/re fulfills will be used to purchase quipment. 
KITIMA T PRINCIPAL: 
Local college inadequate 
"It seems as though ff we " adequate i eourses, June  
exert alittle presst~e...well, Bernauer. said'universities 
not even that, if wequeatton should transfer some of 
the, (the unviversity) they their faculties, to the north. 
turn around and aecapt the Forestry and marine 
students," Neumaun said. bioloBy would be ideally 
The option of a city college suited-to the area. 
such as Langara or Douglas, ~ne facilities would not be 
is often closed to the studen~ connected in any way with 
who cannot gain university the Community College, but 
entrance. Colleges require would be extensions of the 
that a student establish 
residence in the area s~ central lower mainland 
months in advance o university. 
application. "The unviersity would be 
de-centralized eventually, 
Neumann's own daughter with different faculties 
gotinto Langara without he located in centres around 
six month residence in the the province," _ said 
city only because he knew 
the woman interviewing Neumann, "much like the 
her. She. had been a' presenteot-upthatU.C.L.&. 
girlfriend of his when he was in California has.!' 
Asked if he didn't think 
the provincial government 
was trying to serve re~onal 
needs by establishing 
Nor thwest  Co l lege ,  
Neumann said that migh| be 
the case. 
15 years old, he said. 
Most students don't have 
such influence. 
Neumunn says he has 
"already written the College 
Council about his problem. 
They say 'that's too bad, but 
yot/r students will Just have 
to do the best they can~." 
Northwest Community 
College "obviously" doesn't 
offer adeqflate courses and 
facilities for students in the 
northwest wanting to 
further their academic 
education. 
That is the opinion of 
George Neumann, principa.i 
of Mount Elizanet.n 
Secondary School m 
' Kitimat. 
"They haven't even had, 
until now, a full year for 
transfer credits to other 
universities," Neumann 
said. 
In a brief presented to the 
Universities Council of 
British Columbia, George 
Nuemann and echobl 
careers counsellor June 
Bernauer pointed• out 
difficulties northems face in 
gettin~luca~en, post-secondary 
Students who apply .to, 
universities and colleges in 
southern B.C. looking for 
better quality eduction run 
into problems with housing. 
and  admiss ion  
univ¢:sity. 
"We're starting out in a situation is 
drier than normal. The only thing that 
will earry us through the summer 
without a high hazard is a lot of rain 
and cool weather," Quast said. 
The hazard registered 'high' on 
Saturday. It has gone down to 
moderate because of the moisture and 
cool weather of Sunday and Monday. 
Another three days of warm, summy 
weather will put it right back up to the 
red rating. 
"Most p laces  in the province 
probably sSare our concerns about he 
low snowfall of the past winter," the 
ranger said, "but we are also 
concerned here about the unusual 
weather." 
He's not just talking about he sun, 
but about the lightning storms that 
have been in the area. They caused 
five fires in the Terrace district last 
week. 
Some lightning is not uncommon in 
the latter part of June and early July, 
but this year it is early and damaging. 
H hot dry weather comes back and 
stays for a few weeks, both the 
foresters and the provincial parks 
branch will consider banning all fires 
in the area. 
"Campers will still be able to enjoy 
themselves," said Fred Heidt, district 
parks uperintendent, "They just won't 
be able to have fires." 
The fine weather resulted in an 
earlier use of the Lakelse Lake 
camping faeilities, but Heidt sis6 notes 
$2,500 TERRACE GOAL 
that it has dried out vegetation and soft. 
Park attendants are very conscious 
of the possibility of fires under such 
conditions, and watch carefully for 
unattended camp fires. 
"Most people are responsible," he 
said, "bu~there are always a few who 
are careless. It is illegal to leave a fire 
unattended." 
There are no doubts about enough 
electricity being generated at Kemano 
~i~ present water supplies. Tl'.e dam 
ere is fed by the Nechako sn~,w pack, 
which came to normal levels this year, 
said Russ McHone, spokesman for 
Alean. 
Oh, what they would have done to get 
that snow •onto Kiteukalum Mountain 
for all those ski-bums! 
March of Dimes campaign underway 
made possible by March of Herald staff wirer one stop unit evaluates and ansissea the eondition of 
.Seventy-two children multi-hand/capped . . . .  " , • 
from Terrace and area were youngsters. 
hospitalized at the Last year alone, the ~' . . . . .  
Children's Hospital in  centre provided treatment . , . , . 
Vancouver over the l~ast for over 5,400 children. The 
year, double the previous cost of  operating the " ' " ~' ' 
year's 36. d/agnostiecentre for 1977 is " ~ ~ " L~ i' 
The March of Dime budgeted at $79,335. 
provides funds for anumber March of Dimes dollars ' ' "~  ~ ' ~ i  ' ' 
of programs that public also go toward the support , , . V ~ , 
health care does not of the hospital's Breast Milk " • ~ ! 
subsidize. . Bank. Tha hospital supplies " ' ' i;~ ' " .. ~ ;  ~, .~.~,  • 
The Children's Hospital breast milk to all infants , ,~ :~: : /~- '~  
Diagnostic Centre is one , , , ,~.~ ~ . , 
program dependent upon ~ 
donations. Offering a new ~i  '~k~ 
pattern of child care, this ~::. d 
Response to this year's 
local March of Dimes 
csmlmign has been "very 
good so far," Terrace 
~mirman W. M. SturDy saia 
Monday. 
Mr• Sturby, civic 
committee chairman for the 
Loyal Order of Moose Lod~e 
No. 1820, said about SZ,~ m 
hoped to be collected 
locally. That's considerably 
more than last year's $1,10o 
gather_in_ g, but as he noted, 
more "let'race children were 
helped this year by 
equipment and facilities 
FAMILY ALLOWANCE 
CHEQUES DELA YED 
' Herald staff writer . 
Family allowance cheques for about half of 
Ten'ace's recipients failed to arrive in time for 
their .usual delivery, yesterday, but nobody 
seems .to understand why• 
According to post office spokesman in 
Terrace, Vancouver, and Victoria, the cheques 
were  posted on the usual days. But for the 
second month in a row, many local people did not 
receive their money on time. 
One caller to the Herald said that when she 
remarked on the problem to the local post office, 
she was ,told: "Don't complain to us. Ask 
Skeena MP Ions  Campagnolo about it•" ' 
It appears that more than one person took that 
advice. 
• . Mrs.Campa~nolo's .special assistant, Peter 
• 'Jones, said that many people had phone in about 
• thedelay, and that the Skeena MP's constituency 
office had been working on the problem. • 
The Herald was told that the family allowance 
branch in Victoria, which does all the mailing for 
British Columbia, "insists that they're marled 
outby the same method and in the same manner. 
• They led us to the post office." 
• Post office spokesman were no more specific. 
'They too said that normal procedures had been 
followed and that the cheques just had not 
arrived. . 
Jon.es said that Campognolo's office would 
continue the investigation. 
Secondary School Friday 
that a wastepaper beskec 
had caught ~e In the girls 
waelz~m. Foul play has 
not been ruled out. 
Kitimat blotter dots 
Police .report 
Police received a report A report was made Friday 
from Mt. Elizabeth that someone had smashed 
one of the windows to the 
Husky garage with a reck. 
Judy Nelson reported the 
theft of a Pentax SP 1000 
camera from her car while 
it was parked at Paradise 
Lodge Friday• . 
Healthy 
th,eves 
Terrace thieves probably 
got their minimum 
requirement of vitamin C 
bu[ did not end up much 
richer after three break-ins 
over the weekend. 
• An RCMP spokesman told 
the Herald that thieves 
made off with 15 oranges 
and two pineapples during a 
break-in at the Terrace 
Health Centre. 
ThieVes also broke into a 
Terrace apartment, which 
was empty, and to Kalum 
Shell service station where 
it is thought they took a 
small amount of cash. 
RCMP believe that the 
three incidents may be' 
related and are continuing 
to investigate• 
"It has taken the college 
in Prince George, New 
requirements. 0nee accepted by a Caledonia, an awful lon~ 
The  three major university, a student, must time to build up to where ***  
universities in the soum - find a place to flee. they can offer a Iull two- t'a Hirsh Creek Park was ear am And i U.B.C.;S•F.U. and U. Vie. - Neumann claims that the y , _ .  ~,o~r~ L. ~"-'~"-"t vandalized Saturday when 
all have different entrance universities, though they ~o~g~o ~,~.,~,~ ,,~ ~o"~t ' the storage shed was broken 
requirements in terms of state a policy ox p.r~ence ,~_  ~ ,~-s ~-~ ~. into and the tool box vms 
grades and courses needed, for out-of~ity a.pp~ican.~, mr mat ~r. broken open. The woman's 
In many cases, students student housmg, tail to Nemnunn emphatically toilet wa~ burned own an.d 
who apply at a single follow through on it. stated that he believes .flOat two signs_ were destroyed. 
university receive notice of "They unerate on a first- u n i v e r a t i t I e s w n o Stolen from the park were 
their acceptance or come. ~'irs[-~rve basis," he es~.blished faculties .in .the a case of tollet paper, ac.aso 
refection t®late to apply to ~,,~ ',,w~,,,,~ .... ~,hotw e normwes~womao~er~e~er, of garbage nags, a set ox 
other universities. ,,!,, dn nnt o,~t th,~ courses and  facilities rainware, two shovels, a 
They are refused .simpl& ~=,  77,',, ° " ,  ~'~ initially than the community 'axe, a rake, and, a broom• 
admission sometimes on a~,,'lieati"ons'a"~"v so'on'er, college has been able to. Police have two suspects 
" l i t t le  reason." " "" " " " than the students in the Career  counse l lo r  in custody. 
Neumann h imse l f  
, .  south. And we've found that Bernauer thinks, that if , . .  
intervened in a case there are no preferences, youagpeople e u stay in'tbe. .. w.ww . . 
involving four students who despite l~lieies:" . .. north to ..~el a .g..ood Pouee.r~ewea a re~r.~ 
had applied to U.B.C.'s .A vessible solution to me .e~ucation, "me popmauon Frlaay mac someooe .nan 
faculty of science for houslng problem would be to wouldnot .~.nstantly move at~.mpted te .breaK. meg 
admission. Eachof the four send on| application terms to metropolitan areas. .we ~ tlueen ny us mga e
had received a pass in one to northerners first, often fins atu~enu wno crownar on one ot tn 
course at the grade 11 level '~- . . . . . .  to the lar~[e _enjoyed living in.the north restaurant's metal doors. 
in high_ school. • . . . . . . .  ,=~© u.uvv .~ ,  don ' t  want  ' to  re turn  a l~ 
The faculty does not, as a city, t rom me qmecer.nonn, v,mm in t im " ~rt* 
rule, admit students with a may be too muen for f ive. . . . .  south. . . . 
mark as low as a pass in anY students to deal with in Faculties located here-  Police received a report 
science in the grade 11 - 12 itself. The additional might also serve the Saturday of children 
years. Neumann phe.n~ the adjustments o school may ~ of attracting.and throwing eg~ off the H~lsla 
registrar ana as~en about be impca#_ible tomage. nolamg people trsm overpass a¢ ears. "rnree 
the re jeot ious.  The students .  For  th i s  reason ,  and  the &~h°m~w o come as suspects ,  have been 
were admitted to the because the Northwest students and llkethenorth questionea ny police 
College does not offer enough to atay. cancerulng tlda matter . .  
• • $, 
@ • • 
hrequiring this service to ospitals across the 
province• The breast milk is 
donated by breast feeding 
mothers who have more 
milk than their own infant'~ 
needs. 
The milk is picked up b~, 
the hospital, .~asteunze~, 
and frozen until ready to 
use .  
This service has helped 
many young infants and 
premature  bab ies  
th roughout  Br i t i sh  
Columbza who could not 
tolerate anything other than 
breast milk. Thes~ babies 
would not have survived 
without his service. 
The Terrace March 
started June 15 and' is 
continuing until July 1. 
Canvassers have already 
knocked on a number of 
doors, and, as Mr. Sturby 
noted, response has 
generally been good. 
But even more money will 
have to be raised if the fine 
work the Moose Lodge is 
undertaking reaches full 
fruition. 
/ 
\ 
\ 
• I - -  
A • 
; % '~  .~  . 
March of Dimes campaign chairman W. M. Sturby 
New study of coal's uses 
PITFSBURGH (CP) - -  
Coal Processing Consultants 
(CPC) said Monday it has 
been awarded a $~00,000 
contract by British 
Columbia Hydro for ,a 
further study of clean and 
efficient methods of 
producing gas and 
electricity from Canadiar 
coal. 
The firm said the study, 
coz~missioned by B.C. 
Hydro and the Canadian 
energy department, will 
investigate the feasibility 
and designs for demon- 
stration plants. 
Construction of a 
demonstration plant to test 
advanced firing and 
gasification methods of 
some of British Columbia's 
lowgrade coal was 
recommended in a previous 
study commissioned by B.C. 
Hydro and the federal 
department. 
One conclusion of the first 
study was that both 
pressurized fluidized 
combustion and gasification 
of coal may offer significant 
potential benefits when op- 
erated with gas turbine 
powered ~eneration. 
The studies and design are 
to be completed early next 
year. 
( 
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They deserve 
your support 
Canvassers are right now knocking on doors of 
houses and businesses in Terrace, seeking 
contributions for the annual March of Dimes 
campaign. It's an important project and one 
'that all residents hould support. Campaigns 
like this, besides the obvious good they do to 
recipients, provide clear evidence that the 
volunteer spirit lives on. 
ThiS year, organizers from the Moose Lodge 
hope to collect $2,500 in contributions. That's 
considerably more than canvassers garnered in 
1976 but  there's reason behind the higher 
aspirations and with community effort, we can 
meet the challenge. 
The funds are earmarked for expensive, 
sophisticated but necessary  facilities at 
Vancouver's Children's Hospital. This past 
year, 72 Terrace and area youngsters were 
treated at the lower mainland centre, double the 
previous year's total. 
At Children's Hospital about half the patients 
are from rural areas - many from northern 
communities. Last year, almost four thousand 
patients were admitted to the wards of the 
hospital from the 193 towns in the province. 
Innovations in patient care services provided 
by the institution include a pediatric allergy unit, 
a diagnostic centre, a day care surgery unit, and 
a clinical investigation facility ward. 
The hospital provide highly specialized patient 
care programs that cannot economically be 
supplied in smaller centres. 
Many of the hospital's programs are not 
funded by the provincial treasury. But the lack 
'",~ ~,~ provincial san'ction ~dtm~n't dimlnish"the 
"'-  -sMferingOf a disease. It bnlyfncteases tlle need 
" for help. Though public funds are not earmarked 
for propertreatment of these problems, the 
concerns nevertheless exist and the Children's 
Hospital helps meet the needs. Facilities must 
be developed or purchased. 
Illness can be a traumatic experience for a 
child, but it can be lessened in an environment 
geared to one's special needs and peopled by 
those Who understand these special needs. 
Children's Hospital', assisted by March of 
Dimes funds, is a place where pediatric 
specialists are available. It's a place where the 
skills of many specialists are combined in the 
team approach to treatment. It's a place where 
the facilities and equipment thatare  crucial in 
the treatment of sick children are available. 
The Children's Hospital has one purpose: to 
give children the best possible medical care. 
That's a tall order and one that can only be met 
with public support for research and the 
collection of new ideas, techniques, and 
euqipment. 
The best way for all of us to help is by donating 
through the March of Dimes during its present 
campaign. 
THE LITTLE WOMAN 
, , t  " I  need the money to feed a coffee habit I can t break. 
F-,Yro (em,,-~ ,~ [~I=.~n / t 0]-"5 
o#e oF 7~e ~eA~oN~ ~.~ 
FAILURE 16 O~R'~C-~']'~ING'...,~ 
FLEX "~5 I~L'I" IN ,~lp "~ 
OUT'A~7".t~ INCH AL.ON~ 
A SPAN OF ~2 ~Nc~-IEs. 
Guest editorial 
Ferry rates still scare away tourists 
Where then, have all the tourists gone? And even 
more important, is there any chance that they're 
going to show up at e summer? 
Granted, it may be a little early to be making any 
bets on what the tourist business on.the coast is 
going to be like this season. 
Despite the fact that the B.C. Ferries Corporation 
has lowered ferry fares to a very minor extent his 
summer, tourist-oriented business operators on the 
Island this year are going to have plenty to contend 
with. 
The major problem at this point appears to be the 
backlash from last summer's rip-off ferry rates, 
which strung those with campers and motor homes 
- and stung them hard. Those folks may well never 
return to our island, and meanwhile they'll be 
spreading the stories back home about how much it 
cost them to get over here. It's not, to put things 
simply, the greatest when it comes to publicity. 
The only thing that could counteract that sort of 
Wander along the streets of Tofino or Uduelet 
these days, or stroll along Long Beach, and you 
can't help but wonder where all the people are. 
We don't, of course, mean the residents of the 
area - they're still highly visible as they trundle off 
to work or do repairs on their fish boats, or have 
coffee with friends in a local cafe. What we do 
mean is tourists. 
This area is noticeably empty of that special 
breed of person these days, considering the time of 
year and the excellent weather that the west coast 
has been enjoying. There are hardly even any 
hitch-hikers on the roads, much less motor homes 
in the parking lots of Pacific R im National Park. 
The beaches, essentially, are deserted espite the 
lure of blue skies and sparkling water. The 
campgrounds aren't overly full, and even 
restaurants and coffe shops during their usual rush 
hours aren't all that crowded. Some of them are 
even half-empty. 
"'About hat story accusing me of muzzling the press - -  see that.it's killed!" 
. . . . . . . . . . .  : Interpreting the news 
g 
Car buffoons 
Editor, Terrace Herald 
A warning to motorists: 
Please take care when you are _driving and there are 
people riding horses down the read.. 
In the past few weeks, there have been some smart 
alecks around who think it's smart o drive straight at a 
horse or as they drive by to rev their motors. 
One of these days a rider is going to be killed. Then, 
won't you feel good? 
Some of the incidents that have happened are: A young 
girl riding down Queensway nd a boy on a minipbike (.90 
a road and no plates on the bike) rono straight for t]ie 
horse and nearly scraped the horse's sides with hii 
handlebam. 
Result was the girlwas thrown and bruised and the 
horse badly frightened. 
A bey riding down a path near his home had an adult (~) 
do a wheelie practically under the horse's belly, again 
dumping the 15oy and scaring the horse. 
Again on Quseasway someone ina Datsun pickup came 
up to a girl on a horse and as he pulled alongside reved 
motor. This happened on the wooden bridge near the m- 
load ard. 
If ~e girl hadn't he strength to control the horse, it 
could have slipped and lost its footing or gone over the side 
which could have resulted in injuries. 
If only you so-called good (?) drivers would only reallu.. 
that while these kids got off easy, the next ume youptm 
some stupid stunt like that he result could be the death of 
either the rider or the horse or possibly both. 
Please use the brains God gave you and leave a horse 
and rider alone. 
In future, if you do something like this, these kids have 
been told to get a description of your vehicle and yot~. 
licence number or your name, ff known (it was in two m 
these incidents), go to the nearest phone, and report you to 
the RCMP. They will handle ff from there. 
So beware. We have rights, too. 
Mrs. M. Barber 
-'~, ..~ t ~*,~. '*., ,~, • ~*~ Club 
Journalists look inward toward abuse allegations 
WASHINGTON (CP)  - -  But this time, many 
.U.S. newspapers, which in journalists are wnnder~.g 
the last four years publicly whether ' me 
chronicled a lengthy series politicians may indeed be 
of scandals in the White right. 
House and Congress, arc Washington ews media 
beginning to examine have been giving increasing 
allegations of abuse of prominence to the debate. 
power by another group-- Many columnists are saying 
themselves. " that  they and their 
As the glory of their colleagues havebecnguilty 
Watergate reporting fades, of going overboard in 
U.S. journalists ate coming commentary, assuming the 
under increasing criticism role of opposition to 
from political eaders who government and giving 
charge the national news excessive play to damaging 
media with ~nically un- stories. 
dermining public confidence One group of journalists is 
in government, in the process of starting a 
The complaints appear to new publication, the 
represent a return to Washington Journalism 
normality following a perioc] Review, to concentrate on 
when Watergate and' such issues. 
various congressional scan- THREATENS ACTION 
dais put politicians on the Much of the recent 
defensive. Washington self-analysis 
was sparked by a Wisconsin 
Democrat in the House of 
Representatives, David 
Obey. 
Obey, chairman of the 
House commission on 
administrative review, says 
he wants an inquiry into free 
services given to re.porters 
who cover Capitol Hill. 
He has bitterly 
condemned reporters for 
giving wide publicity to 
congressmen's fringe 
benefits while not 
mentioning the fact that 
many reporters enjoy the 
same benefits, from free 
parking to special dining 
rooms. 
But his concern goes 
much further than that--he 
has also called for 
legislation to require 
reporters and news organ- 
izations to file financial dis- 
closure statements showing 
any outside interests that 
might appear to affect heir 
reporting. 
And he makes clear his 
basic disgust with what he 
sees as a national press 
.es tab l i shment  that  
concentrates on "cheap 
shots" at politicians. 
Another spur to 
journalists' growing self- 
doubts has been public 
opinion polls that show the 
news media suffers from a 
high degree of dislike and 
distrust. 
BERNSTEIN COMMENTS 
Commenting on such 
~Cails, Watergate reporter 
rl Bernstein told a recent 
conference of investigative 
journalists that since 
Watergate, the news media 
has been insensitive to the 
public's distrust of them: 
"I think there's nothing 
less gratifying than mutual 
backslapping about 
Watergate, ither about the 
~vress in general or the 
ashington Post'sport," he 
said in charging that the 
news media have indulged 
in an "orgy of self- 
congratulation" since 
Richard Nixon was driven 
out of the presidency. 
, The doubts of journalists 
are even extending to 
"shield laws," which 
~rotect journalists from 
aving to reveal their 
sources in court. 
Columnist John P. Roche, 
however ,  recent ly  
contrasted the shield laws 
with the treatment given 
Watengate conspirators who 
refused to talk in 
court,nsaying that Gordon 
Liddy received "as cruel 
and unusual a punishment 
as we have witnessed in a 
century" when he refused 
talk. 
"But  put  a different 
customer on the rac]q 
demand, for instance, that s 
reporter reveal the sourca ¢g 
a story or be held [~ 
contempt of court. The Go, 
chestratlon is incredible, 
"A reporter, it seems, is a 
priest with special 
protection from state 
mq .uirios." 
The problem for the 
would-be reformers of the 
news media is how to end 
that unjustified special 
status, if indeed it bxisis~ 
without preventing future 
investigative journali|ts 
from exposing_ Water~t~ 
type scandals that miiy 
develop again. 
'Ksan art woos southern crowd 
By PAUL St-PIERRE 
BEING ONE OF THE MOST wretched 
of Philistines who say they don't know 
anything about art but they know what 
they like, Our Man Stanley went to the 
Vancouver Centennial Museum to see 
some new Indian art which he likes. 
without understanding. 
This was a House of 'Ksan show which 
opens tomorrow and runs to July 6, by 
which time it is expected everything will 
have been purchased by viewers who 
have $6,000 to spend for a chief's carved 
seat and other wads of thousand-dollar 
bills to pay for gold bracelets, masks and 
similar treasures of the modern ative 
Indian artists of this province. 
The House of 
Ksan, as might be expected, is better 
known in some' other ports of this 
continent than in B.C. 
The public in Kansas City mobbed the 
concert hall last month to see some 
'Kaan dancers who, here in the home of 
that culture, might have to paper the 
house to get an audience. 'Ksan is a non- 
profit, cultural society based in the land 
of the Gitksan Indians at Hazeltun on the 
Skec'na River, which has had an 
outstanding success in reviving the arts 
of carving in cedar, silver, gold and 
ivory as well as basketwork, 
leathercraft, textiles and silkscreen 
printing. 
'Ksan people are also active in 
dancing and in collecting the people's 
legends and for this show are selling 
c0]lector's edition copies of a new 
illustrated book which will cost $108 a 
copy. After the first run has been sold 
the subsequent printings will sell for 
Our man's guide and tutor was E~rl 
Muldon, Hazelton resident born in 
Kispiox, who before starting to carve for 
a living was a mill worker, log scaler, 
provincial parks board employee and, 
by schooling, accountant. Mr. Mnidon 
decided rather suddenly eight years ago 
that he could make a living as an artist 
and, before checking out his facts, he 
quit the parks department and picked up 
his knife. 
"THE FIRST WEEK I EARNED $6.50 
and the second week it was $30." he said. 
Mrs. Muldon, accustomed torunning a
six-person family home on a monthly 
income of $1,200 to $1,400, found the 
change unsalubrious, hut time and talent 
have taken care of such matters. 
Mr. Muldon declined to be specific 
about his annual income but reported 
that a good Indian artist oday can enter 
the upper middle income bracket, about 
$20,000 annually, with reasonable 
assurance. Also, he has now developed a 
name and a clentele which makes work 
more pleasant. "One of my customers 
phoned the other day and just said, 
'Make me a gold box, l've got $4,000 to 
spend on it." 
Neither Mr. Muldon nor any other 
'Kean artist is free, however, to make 
such a box under the society name 
unsupervised. His design will have to 
submitted to a panel of three fellow 
artists at Hazelton, as must his 
workmanship when it is completed. If it 
fails to race[their standards he will he 
obliged to melt it down and do it again or 
sell it.without the 'Ksan seal of approval. 
It may not, in any circumstances, be a 
copy of anything else he or another artist 
has done. No copy, he says, has ever 
emerged from the doors of the House of 
'Ksan. 
Our Man Stanley was less able to 
understand the intricacies of Indian art 
standards. Mr. bIuldon tried to 
demonstrate how lines must not he, as he 
put it, cut off by the carver, but the total 
effect upon the inexpert viewer 
remained only a feeling of awe that work 
could be so intricate and effortless in line 
and form when viewed closely while 
presenting, in the whole, a sense of fine 
balance and beautiful proportion. 
Although they insist hat hand tools be 
used in carving the Indian artists of 
today are not insisting that their art be 
frozen in the form it had a century ago, 
said Mr. Muldon. It must adapt with the 
changing years. "But without deputing 
from the basic principles of design mere 
is limitless room for varistion,"he said. 
ONE OF THE TRADITIONS HE AND 
his family retain is that none of his many 
artworks of these eight yea~ is 
displayed in his own home. He bus other 
artists' work, hut never his own. "The 
tradition wasthat you hired other pe0ple 
to carve things for you as they might 
hire you to carve for them. 
" I  have an old pole at Hazelton which 
we are hoping to restore. I've cut it up 
into eight pieces and taken it to our 
building. But the pole is from my fandly 
andthere is no way they would permit 
me to lay a hand on it when restoration " 
starts." 
Mr. Muldon, a quiet and soft spoken 
man with short, blunt fingers and a face 
~nOUnger than his 42 years, noted that 
erieam are wild and sometimes 
rashly impulsive buyers of the new 
Indian art. He was offered $4,000 for an 
ivory sculpture of a beaver which is cn 
sale at the Vancouver museum show for 
~, I00 .  
Why didn't he sell it to them, ()ur Man 
Stanley wanted to know. 
Because, said Mr. Muldon, it had l~ I  
promised to the Vancouver museum 
show. 
And why did the Vancouver museulM 
get this six-month collection of 'Kmll 
work to sell? 
Because museum buy Leona Lattimer 
is the wife of a former ltazelton Royal 
Bank of Canada branch manager and 
~e Ho_use of 'Ksan has always-had the 
noym uanx manager as treasurer ofthe 
society. It's a tradition. 
Our Man Stanley left the museum not 
much wiser about what clistinguimhg 
~ood Indian art from bad but very much 
m love with the works of 'Ksan. 
- Vancouver Sun.. 
I 
problem, however, would be a massive advertkin[ 
campaign outlining the new rates. Obviously t!~ 
combined Chambers of Commerce on the W~ 
coast don't have that kind of money, and it's 
certainly unlikely that the provincial governmen[ 
would pick up the tab for nation.wide advertls~8~ 
It may be a tough summer again for tom,~/ 
business operators on the west coast, and this.year 
it can't be blamed (at least, not yet) on levy  
weather. Neither, it might be noted, can the 
American Bicentennial be used as a scapegoat, ~ 
The only thing that can be blammed this year, if 
indeed the tourist business is bad again, is .~  
provincial government's short-slgh...t~dnfae~¢" ~. t  
summer in hiking the ferry rates, ana me act um t
there's goingto be a lot of backlash as a result. 
Alberni Valley TimeS. 
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.~V&~m + .+ .+ . . . .  . ,  + , . . , ,~+ . . ,+  ~, ~., ..:++ ,.++. ~ . ++:,?..~: . ,+  .. . , -  . :+ ; ,+,  ,~  .;~ ++ ~ ... .,.+:+.:: ~. .+,.;,~:..+.!?;+,~. ~i .~+ .~,.+.+.~ third hit of the game, a '  throw for an error. 
: ,~ ~..~+%,,~s~+:~ . . . . .  .~.~ ;,~-..~: ~:~.+.~ ; .~ single to"left. Brown got . " carter dumped a single' ~ field against Mark Fldrych Twins, Detroit T/~ers and 
~,+ .~!  . ~" i - , . "  ,.i:.,~!!":i~ .............. ~ .~*~- .~~, , - .  ......... '~ " ........... Jeae Cruz to tly out to centre eenthe to score Speier an and Detroit  Tigers. TexesRaagers, alsescemed 
, Home coming but Ferg Ion  then stroked a Valentine, but Carter and Steinbrenner also said he caught of[  guard by the • had no plans to make any reports his days--or hours-- 
2-1 pitch to right centre. Pores were stranded when major announcements, w|th the Yankees were 
Winning pitcher J.R. Warren Cromartie and 
Celts centre fielder Dave Metlmlebr erases Bees and Terrace Red's ere on top of the Richard, who lost 2-0 to Andre Dawson flied out. Steinbrenner's numbered. 
~!~epla~in .a~st lan l~ra l ly in~e .s.~.... nd paek.with.S-land.9~4t~ecert.respecuve!y;_ Brown and the Expos last JulioGonzalez elag!ed to appearance in Detroit When asked if he thought 
' me m a aouDm-neaaer a~lnS| emm~rs, mmmere m m ~mra ptace wins e]sm wins sparked much of the he was bein8 fired, he said: 
Cr ie rs ,  but it was not  enoch .as  tlhe .agl~. ittw.@los.leS .wi. th..Med..ce~wn_.Cu, bs ia Wednesday night in lead off the t~ecoM for dismiesai~dk--but Jackann "Not to my lmowledge but 
Houston, scattered eight Houston and advaneedto 
idslttug roam went eat m a 13-8 wcmr.y, [_our.t.n,t:mmu~ .w~.m.nase~m.~ermmnnu hits,, s~r~k out nine and second on a sacrifice by eaidit was his doing, nothing surprinee me." 
"I asked Steinbrenner to In the gem, BIithers abe won the first game 6-Z, lenvlag Mmeemwn urnsues m me ceuar, walked three, bringing his Richard. After Cedeno flied come here today," Jackson Saturday, 
~elts with e ~-10 season record, Homt~ 
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DISPUTE DIRTY SAYS JACKSON 
" ' -1 Martin siill there 
_ ,  , l p o r ts I. It t + but rumors grow . .___ +,+~ , ~ , 
" Expos fade ! ' . .d i~ . . .  ~, ...... ~.~' ~ ,~ .... -S  .~. . .~.~ DETROIT (AP) -  Fiery said, "I haven't talked to Jackson durin8 the sixth ~ "  . . . .  • "+ .... ~ .... Billy Martin' of New York him all year and I just ianiag, saying the right Yankees, who has had three wanted to clear the air on a fielder had not hustled on a 
managerial Jobs 8o down in few thix~s. There are Just bloop double by Jim Rice. seventh flamas, may be s~apping on ecme th ,s  I t~unk he When Jackson r . ched  ..... ~. .. the parachute again. But he should know. He's the the dugout, Martin had to be 
~ is not ready to bail out-or owner. He pays my salary, held back from going after 
,i~\~i.::~.;S!!~ be pushed. He eeserves an the muscular slu~[er. 
:::~.~:~ ~ollowing his latest e~k~he~ "NO manager-should do 
~'~ MONTREAL (CP) --  Joe wildness to take a 1-0 lead in scrape Saturday with high- ' ted he did not that," Steini~renw.r said. 
, ~':."./.~'.~ Indeed right fielder Reuie want Martin fired. "He tried to get at hlm threa 
,.,, .-.~+~, Fer~ason's two-run double 'the first inoin~. Jackson--an argument "The last thing I want is times." 
• i~.:~ : .+"": with two out in the seventh After Cabell doubied to which nearly ended in a for this man to 10se his Job I The Yankees, who lost 9-4 
.~,+++.'~ ~ snapped a 3-3 tie and left with one out, Brown got fisffight---duriag Boston's honest o. God in heaven, Friday , night, lost 
.... Houston Astres went on to Cruz toground out but then threcgame demolition of the Jackson said. "I don't want Saturday sgame 10-4 and 
~.-+~. f~~. .+- . - . . .  . ,.:;~ +.~.;~-,.....~.~.-.,: + record a 6-3 victory over walked Ferguson and hit Art Yankees, rumom abounded to see no harm to nobody, were crushed11-1sanday by 
. ~+~+~ ..~; ~.~.. ~:,;~.:+ ~.,... Montreal Expos in National Howe on the left shoulder Monday that Martin's Justice can he obtained the Red Sox, who hit 16 
~-:~" - . "~: , i .~  :;~. ~ ,;;;~ ..= ""~ • • . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  • ..~.~..-. .. . .  .....,.:. ~ /  . . r~ . ;  . . . . .  ~.~., : . : . .  / . . . . : . : .  . League baseball play with a pitch to load the dismissal was. imminent, anotber way than by putfln8 home runs out of cozy 
"k!~. ~'?/': : ?~+~=:: ~'~' +"~+" " -" . . . . .  " """ ~' ....... Monday night. • ~......+:-..~+.~-.~.~.~.,.  baseS. Craig Cacek walked 
• + '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ;~ , . . .  ...... - ...,-+./,.+.,.;..+~:~:+=,~++~,; Fer~uson'sblowofflasing on four pftchea to force 
• +,+<..+.,..,. . . . .. ,,.. :. ..... +.  ...... But George Steinbrenuer, a black mark on someone..Fenway Park durln~ the 
~. ~.+ !~., ~ ;: +..~..:,<... u..;,+ " . owner of the. American DISPUTE IS D IRTY .  . 'series while New York hit 
. :~ +~.. ~%~..:.~,.+.~. ~ .+~ .... .~ ~>,:~.-i.:;/... pitcher Jaekie. Brown, .4-5, home the run. League baseball team, "I don't really want to be none. ?,+,+>-i ++ ~+,~. , ,~  came after the ExPos naa in  this (dispute). It's foul, '~./~'.'~!~ " -..i, ".......... ..  :~-~" ::=~.- . . . . . . .  ''~ ~ ~:,~. ~ +' ~ '~ : .~ fled the score in the sixth on Montreal came back with denied that his it's dirty,"  Jankson ..s~id.. annoyedSteinbrennerby WaSMartin,sclearly 
_ run handling of the situation. • before 15,-949 fans. first. Chris Speier and Ellis had been caaned. But he seemed willing m 
. . . . . .  _ .. . . . .  ~...' ,:~..:~+~.~i~;~+~ / Gary Carter's olo home two runs in the bottom of the temperamental field boss 
:," . ' ~:..~i;::'.;- ~"" :~+ . . . .  +~:~ With one out in the Velent~ne wa~ed and Tony "There 's  noth ing  accept rospons/bility for it. It was a kind of humili- 
tY"+++++ ........ - . . . . . . . . . .  i " . . . . .  :i : ..... , e. + Jackson's removal. ,That .+ ++n+..~ - . • -.++..+....+-.-,~..-.:+..~ : .:.+, ' . . . .  ~i!~ seventh, Cedar Cedeno " Perez, who hit a chopPer to happe~" g_, M .a~in.. hasn't "Put the blame on me," alien," Stelnbrenner said of ~ ~  ;+ ....++,,.+,++.;..,+~:~ 
+;+ =+~+'".~'+:+r'+: .... "  " ~..'++++++:.:~.:.:: , :~++++ who was fired as kind of scene in the dugout, ~ .~.  . . . . . . . .  walked and advanced to third, was safe at first-when' _l~n .fimi,~' Stolnbre~er he said. 
.. ~ ~;~~~"~+ -~ Minnesota good sense could have ~~; .~+i - : .~:~.~' , 5~ ~ ~i~i. i+.+."' :+=,~~":- second on Enos Cabell's Cacek dropped Cabell's ~su ~rom 'ms hotel room Martin, 
. ..... -......  ..... = ~, ~..o:=~.. ~ .~+.~:,+~ avoided it." 
Martin insisted his stand 
against Jackson was not 
cause for firing. 
His 'first major un-in this 
season occurred last May 
when he was fined ~,500 and 
cemured by the Yankees' 
management for his 
remarks that the club had 
not properly filled a vaennt 
spot on the roster. 
in Boston last 
record to 6-6. to left, Genzelez •scored Martin removed 
' Richard also contributed .ahead of Cabell when he 
• hlsflrethemeroftheseason Bird brilliant again Grizzlies see Red ' + " - ° + ' +  °+ + leftoentre field lest run of the game. wail. 
caheU mashed atwo-run The Enx t~e leaded the 
bases fourth on - homer and scored three DETROIT (AP)--Reggie head as the ball whizzed reports that Martin would 
Terrace Red's pushed Six of the hits wore for extra Hamflton was five for eight runs to lead Houston's singles by Carter and Jaekson, New York's h~h- past him to the wall. . . hefired. 
tkeir sea/on record to 9-4 on bases, in the two games, with six offence, while Carter drove Cromartle and an error ny Aurello es urore . 
tiie w~end with a pair of Lorrie Arnold-Smith stolen bases. He lends the in all three Montreal runs Cahell on Dawson's ground priced right fielder, lost a ,,._. o . o . ~  .,.....,.,~ Fidryeh, 4-2, was brilliant. 
__o._ the withatwo-runsingle and his hall. But Larry Parrish flY bull in.the lights for a me,- -  u~, ,~ o,-~t,,,.e l~f re nois~ crowd ot 
wins. 9~er_ .M..ortceto.wn fa~ed ..nine Gr.izzlie butlers ~.~ in  thefts with 43 tohis homer. . ~ronnded intoa ~uble.play seventhinning double and it a 3-2 pitch to centre for a , ,  ooo u..~-..:-~.  ^ , • - • I f  | ~A IV .  J [&~ Or& t4q . ;Bk  U lMI ,~"  MI  
orlz~tes: m uu~/ey vauey and wa~en omy two. "x'ne . . . .  career-high nine batters and l~e_hall League action, only selld hit off Smith was a Re~l"s manager Red The Astros took and Brown struck out me led to the winning run, as s~agle, scoring Thompson. Detroit Tigers nipped New It was JacKson, wneae .,,,,, ,~,,~ ,~ ,~. , ,~,~. . .  
The Rod's ahowed power three-run homer over the L'Estraage said despite the advantage of Brown's..  end the threat. York Yankees 2-1 Monday casual outfield play tn . . . . .  ,~ ..~t,,,~n¢~"th~. ~" . . . .  alnm~l,a 
Boston on Saturday resulted vo~,~,  ,,, h, won his at the plate in racking up 15 left field fence by Stanley 12-4 thrashing, there are night behind the threchit , , , , , , , .~ . . . . . .  ,.--o
. o ,  B!ue Jays die i nausar . f l ih t in thedugout  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  fourth consecutive name d0uble-hender to win 12-4. Red's centre fielder Dave  Second baseman Gerry Fidrych. netween ' Jaczsen and . . . . . . . .  ~'- - -  . . . . . . . . .  and sent New xor  r m its 
L'Estrange bobbled a Jason Thompson opened m.enal~er ~#oYr~tar~o.nda. fourth defeat in a row. 
• IN CRICKET routine ground ball and the Ti~ers seventh with a Just y 
newcomer to third base, in over t ime . . , , , .  , .= ,  . . . . , ,  
• leading , . . , .  M, ok+ , . , . ,  vo,. o, ,o ,= . . , , .  - ,  • but his throws to first were lofted a routine fly hall that confidence from Gahe Paul, the disabled llst late. last 
not accurate, said Jackson started after and l~osident of the Yankees. month following =nee 
L'Estrange. LONDON (Router) -- Bob cleaned up Australia's last Doug Mathewson, who . TORONTO (CP) - -  Ray Alan Fitzmorr/s in the then suddenly ducked his Paul denied published surgery March 31.. 
'Wuelmurscoredasparkl ing three first-inmin@ wickets normally plays first base Fasse's bases-losded triple fourth inning. Jim Kern ,v,  "ar'n"rs I t  a gl's'an'm-s' 
century to lead a rally by in the morning-he had found the ~oing in right field in the i l th  inning gave came on in the bottom of the • 
England on the fourth day of seven for 78--Eagland lost rough, stud the manager. Cleveland Indians an 8-5 llth to get the last two outs. 
IleflrstoricketTenta~ainst opening batsman Dennis Mathewsen complained victory over Toronto Blue The ~ndians had pushed 
Austra l ia  at Lords on Ands without a run on me after the game of the holes Jays on Monday night for across single rmm in the edge 
MO~.wsolmer top scorer in board, and long grass in  the Americantheir thirdLea~ue,COnsecutivebaseball scoreS Venth nd eighth to tie force t e game. |yTHE CANAOIAN PRESS Amer~E:~i-~lVe 
o+,,.  Roya ls  ~"~e' l l '4 " 'no~.  And Mike Brearley, ha l~.  ~by Moricetown has a now ball victory .under new manager played before 24,568 MM~I  L~p~ " W L F~.OIL  l, md l l ok t  h~.m~ht  D]~V some gore mrmne, nan .a park which will be ready for Jeff Torpors., . .. spectators, into extra " ~,~ ~omn 35 ~s .~03 -- 
w"~,~'~-~: ' " ° -  ~.~ ~ . . ,  . ,  ..,,i  ,,,h,,tN o0,~,, sccant~wieket.., partnership of the tournament to be held llthJlmwithN°rma single°pener'and moveetl~" innings, w k I~. OIL Baltimore 35 =9 .SO 3~ 
_!kqilmd was 189 for two in ~-~. there this weekend, to second on a wild pitch by A..]pair of walkS.L_a KANSAS CITY (ALP) -- Chitin 39 22 .~  -- New York 36 3O .~S 3~ 
ill ascend innings, 109 runs Brearley hit 49, his best In the second game, Rod's loser Mike Willis, 2-2 Andre sscrnnce ann a Homer -, Steve Braun doubled, Philadelphia 35 ~ .SO5 S Cleveland 29 31 .~3 
ahead. ~ Test score in England, struck early with three runs Thornton 8rounded out and choice gave Cleveland its tripled and scored twice and St. louis 34 =9 .540 5 Mllwaukm 31 35 .~..0 I~  
After England pace before fal l i~ to a catch by in the second inning on a Buddy Bell was then _run .in_ the, sevenS, and ,Lee Stanton drove in three Plt~bu~h ~ ~ .S~ , _I~rolJ ~ ~ .~ ]0  
bowler Bob Willis had Rlchie Robinson. home run by Arnold-Smith. ,,,,,,tb,,,onv walked " eran~ umty s sscona nome 'runs as the expansion Nw York 211 35 .m 1=½ -~oromo . = mu .m Parfitt and B.uerll The longblastwashhifirst-~,m,::,~,'~',"Larvell'Blanim run of the seamn pulied the Seattle Mariners medea " tnml  21 , .43s 12,/~ w~n . round.tripper ofthe season, walked on a 3-2 pitch to load Indians even m the eighth, successful debut in Royais West Ch~ca0o 35 a .SS~ -- Los Angeles 43 22 .d52 -- Minnesota 35 29 .&~ -- 
Rod's went on to score 5 the bases and, sqor Wills Cleveland threatened in Stadium with a 4-~- Cinc innat i  34 29 .Sd0 I Ca l i forn ia  31 30 .S0@ 3 
more runs to outlast the struck out Johnny Grubb, the 10th but a brtlli~lt American League baseball San Francisco 31 U .470 12½ Texas 31 30 .~0~" 3horse show winners victory over Ramas City °n san Dis~lo 31 u .44~ 14 I~sas.Clty ~ ~ .4~ 4 Grizzlies 8-6. Fosse delivered his game- running catch by Ron Fair  y Bud Brown, a newly hit. against the wall in right- Monday night, ttoesh~ 211 39 ,41o 15 Osklana ~v ~ .~ 
acquired veteran pitcher paWinl~tin~t ohaon, 9-6, pitched .centre robbedPaul Dade of Braun doubled off starter ~lanta 23 43 .3~ 10½ ~eattle 31 39 .443 
registered the win for shutoutballforTt-3inniags nnextra-basehitafterDuffy Dennis Leonard, 4-8, in the ~dey  M~oIN .Monday M~I~_ 
Dianne Parfitt picked up two first ud  a second a~l Terrace. Brown was after taking over for starter had doubled, first inning and enme home Hoestan d MO~I  3 Ctevemnd O Toromo = 
l)arele Butler grabbed two firsts at the Totem Saddle Club s relieved in the fifth by Don on Stanton's ingle. Phlladell|hls 10 Onclnnst! 3 eostm 4 Baltimore 0 ..o..,o.,0oo,o,,,, u-ary _ , . . . . , , . . . , . , o  + , , . + , ,  : ~ Junior riders com~ted in 10 catcS~en for handling the Morlcetown .' • bottom of [he first With his Pittsburgh at San D~sgo N _Oskland 1 (:hl~.~o 1 
trophieS donated by Bert's l)ellcatessen, Mr. ann mrs. a.  butters for the rest of the ' first home run of the season, ~hlc~lo I t  San Fran¢llm N l l xaS '3  M.Inn~som..~ . 
l ichr, Cooper. River Ridin.~ Ar_e~a, Alberta Beck, The game. • a ~ shot that barely St. LOUIS at Los/~mli~l*= N 5es111I, 4 t~mM, ~'W z 
,'--=,. ,, ,e -- f't anywhere  ~iuipment, Ter ra ,  CO-UP A~oclauen, ,zea wormer impressed with Brown and can  ,= two innings later, Enilravi~. thinks he will be a good Braun slu~ed a triple to 
The renidts are: influence on Red's younger deeple~toentre and scored 
SilOWMANSmP- A .SATOCKSEAT EQUITATION pitcher. " ST. JOHNS, Qus. (CP) - else, the adaptable Ca- on Dan Meyer's sacrifice 
.'.'.'*'.'-" .:.....5".." ~-'.'-..-'.-'~ . . . . .  ..~ ~.~_~_I~.: . . . . . .~i . . . i~I :~l~  Meanwhile, L'Estrange There should be several nndian said at the Canadian flYThe Mariners eluag to a 2- ~'~".:.~ .......... ~s ........ +-":~'-'-~ ....... ~" ....... ~'~ ........ ~.::::::-':~. confirmed that Waiter Menr ,., ~ , 
fad)st -. ArleneDarcie HamerBUtler " ~,a)st - LynetteA.~o.o u .o.Hehr wil l  he in uniform wi th the  ,places where Gary Chewn. Football League c lub S 1 lead unt i l  Stanton ~'~':" t 
~rd- Dieter Olesen , - , . "  . . . . . . . . .  Rod's this Thursday when who brings . a selfless iralnin~ camp 25 miles east unloaded a two-run single in ~ Chop Suey Garden 
. . . . . .  f t t  ~rd - Dieter Oisson they take on Terrace Colts attitude . and proven  of Montreal. . the eighth. Jose Baez le led  z , ' 1 
ea  - wenoy vat  t versatility to his duties, can "A football team is built out an infield hit to lasd-off . . . . . . . .  4th- Wendy Parfltt at Kerr-Rotery Park. i~ Restaurant 
- _~.or~_. uam 5th - Glanette Kenney fit into coach Marv Levy!s little by little every day. as and was sacrificed to ~j . . : .< :b .~: ; . . : :~ ' .  '~:+:;z~';:;:~+m;:.:~.;:;:;:;m~..,~ 
em- Tea ulssen eth - Debbie Dahl plans for the 1977 Montreal things happen, ana, mey second. 
~HOWMANSHIP- B 8TOCKSEAT EQUITATION The Stanley Cup. Alouettes. neecl people ~t~e me. Meyer walked sod the 
"eeeplelikeGaryChown, runners moved up on Chinese & Canadian Food 
• 1st - 'Dianne Parfltt . B originally was about 10 "When the coach tells me Pat Bonnett, players who Ruppert Jones's 8rounder. 
fad-MurflnForhes ist-  DianneParfltt inches high, with base he's planning to make a have specialized in being ,Jones protested the call at 
3rd-Alison Ma~hnehnk 2nd .']Perry Brady panels added to accom- chungeaffsctlngme, Ilmow able to play at several first and was ejected from Free- Mum. dolly or1 |n Iown limit, 
~-  Carolyn Hamer ~rd - Carolyn Homer modeto engraving of win- it's not for the fun ox it one positions--every team is the game. Stanton then 
Dexter Forbes .4th - Karen Gondwin nora' names, and now is that he thinks Icanheipthe lookiagferpeoplelikethat," deliv~edhis .two-runsingle. 
~h - F, are~ Goedwin 5th - l~r l /n  Forbes more. than three feet tall. team more somewhere Levy said. . Delivery Hours: 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
OPEN E N G L I  I~ H BAREBACK " A bl ,o,..,,o. Roscoe  tanned at Wim edon ,,,,,,,0,,, 0,,,,,.. o,,,,, 
• l i t  - Darcie Bullet Srd - Wendy Parfltt 
4th - Ginette Keuney fad -Lynotte Hchr LONDON (Renter) -- J immy Conners, the 
'.3rd -'Wendy parfitt r~h - ~herry DaM Fourthseeded American tournament favorite, was 
~th " Alison Manimchnk BAREBACK - B Roscoe Tanner, one of the not in action Monday, - Ginotte Kenoey 'Mh - Diaen  Parfltt 1st - Alison Maximubnk world's most feared 8rags having been allowed a 
2nd - lYmnno Parfltt court players, bowed to the postponement of his opening 
TRAIL HORSE A 3rd- Karen Goedwin ~scociouz skills of ~-year- match while a splint was 
- old Briton John Lloyd when made for his broken left 
+. 4th - Karen Johnson the 100th Wimbledon tennis thumb. 
. Ist - J~bbie DaN 5th - Carolyn Hamer champioushl~, opened in 
fad -Wendy Porfltt RIDE - A • BUCK WINNER l~itterly cola weather Sweden's Bjorn Bor& the 
3rd -.Arlene Hamur 4th, I4mettc Hchr Joleen Goodwin Monday. defendl~ champion and No. 
~h'-Kathy Barber Special thanks to the Tanner blasted his way ~- seed, started with a 
TRAIL HORSE- a Judges. Trudy Rafuse and tliroagh the first set but then ~onfident and competent 6-4, 
Alberta Beck - Ringmasmr his big first serve failed him 6-~, 9-7 win over Italy's 
• Ist-"F,m.enGoodwln Phy l l i s  Petersen ,  and Lloyd-, beaten in the Antonio Zugarelli ~hile 
,fad -Dexter Forbes Announcer E l izabeth first round at the last three Argent ina 's  Gui l lermo 
_&~l_" Cai'olyn Ilamor HMe~r,dock and Mr. and Mrs. Wlmbledons, won " ,  6.4, 6- Vllas, the third seed, 
4th- Dianno Parfltt ' 4, 8-6. overcame fo rmer  
Wimbledon champion Jan 
Kodea of Czechosloavkia 9-6, 
7-5 ,  6 -4 ,  
Fifth.seeded American 
Brian Gottfried beat 
Bo l iv ia ' s  Ramir io  
Bennvides 6-3, 6-4, 6-4 and 
Romania's Ilie Nastase, the 
sixth seed, eliminated the 
left-hander of the American 
tennis twins, Tom Gullikson, 
6-2, 6-1, 3-6, 6-3 in gathering 
8loom on centre court. 
Former champions Stsn 
Smith of the United States 
end Australia's Rod Laver. 
both made winning starts, 
Smith beating a potentially 
doagerous Australian Dick 
Crealy, 6.4, 6-2, 6-2, and the 
~-year-old Laver sweeping 
aside Ireland's Scan 
Soremon 6-0, 6-2, 6-2. 
Wojtek Fibak, 12th-sceded 
Pole, stru~led to a 6-3, 4-6, 
4-6, 9-8, 6-4 win over Chile's 
Jaime Ftilol but there were 
comfortable victories for 
seeded Americans Vitas 
Gerulaitis, Dick Stockton 
and Bob Lulz. 
Italy's Adriano Panatta, 
the 10th sc~l, came through 
against Eflk Van Dillen of 
the United States 64, 9-8, 4- 
6, 6"3. 
638-1946 
Open 7 days a week 
from 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
4430 GREIG, TERRACE; B.C, 
PLUMBING BY 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. 
• 635-9319 
- -  
~. . . # 
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' failsl 
repor t  to  L ,on  L 
TORONTO (CP) Nme regarding the 10th race Jan. of West Millgrove, Ohio, and release, the be licenced by the 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Three other Canadians Ontario horsemen had their 12. Beverly Heywood, 30, of commission said: commission." 
Windsor were each' "Section II (i) 0f ' the Two Canadians acquired in 
recent trades, defensive 
back Larry Uteck and tight 
end Steve Telfer, have 
refused to report to British 
Columbia Lions of the 
Western  Footba l l  
Conference,  genera l  
manager Bob Ackles says. 
Ackles said Sunday that 
Uteck wanted to renegotiate 
his contract and Teller 
didn't think he could make 
the team's final roster of 33 
Players. 
Uteck was traded to the 
Lions last week in deal 
which sent Wayne Smith to 
TOronto Argonauts of the 
Eastern  Footba l l  
Conference, while Telfer's 
rights were obtained from 
Montreal Alouettes for 
future considerations. 
obtained in the two separate 
deals--running back Rudy 
Florio from Montreal and 
wide receiver Al Charuk and 
linebacker Mary Allemang 
from Toronto- -have 
reported to the Lions. They 
are expected to play 
Wednesday in Calgary 
against he Stampeders in 
an exhibition game. 
Head coach Vic Rapp cut 
twoim per t sdefemive tackle 
Neal Skarin and defensive 
end Don Batliff. 
I nvermere  gl ider 
wins meet  
THUNDER BAY (CP) -- "Austria, had 428 points, 14 
Dean Kupchanko of more than runner-up John 
Invermere, B.C., won the 
third international hang 
gliding tournament Monday 
to become the first 
Canadian to win the $1,ooo 
tap prize. 
Kupchanko, who finished 
second in the world 
championships last year in 
Grobel of Minneapolis. 
Jim Braddock • of 
Richmond, Mich., was third 
in the field of 35. 
The only other Canadian 
to finish in the prizes was 
John Duthie, also of 
Invermere, who placed 
ninth. 
lieences suspended for Suspensions of 10 years 
periods ranging up to 15 werehanded to: 
years by the Ontario Racing --John R. Shepley, 31, of 
Commission in a judgment Essex for giving a ticket o a 
issued Monday by cba~rman driver on condition that he 
Charles MacNaughton. 
Investigations of triactor 
races at Windsor and 
Orungeville Raceways led 
to commission hearinl~s 
which began March 29 m 
Windsor and  were 
completed June 3 in 
Toronto. 
In releasing the findings 
by the seven-man 
commission, MacNaughton 
raid the judgments were 
"sharp warnings to those 
few individuals in the On- 
finished,out of the money. 
--Thomas Sawyer, 30, of 
Cottam for driving his horse 
to finish out of the money. 
--Benjamin Slattery, 46, 
of Windsor for acquiring 
pari-mutuel tickets in 
contravention of federal 
department of agriculture 
regulations. 
Slattery, a pari-mutuel 
employee at the Windsor 
track, received an 
addi t ional  two-year  
suspension, to run 
tario racing industry who concurrently, for giving 
attempt to manipulate race information for 
races.- reward. 
Five men charged in TWO SusPENDED 
Windsor were found guilty James Carr, 42, a native 
• ! . . . .  ~ . - : . . i : i i i : .  :, 
. . - - : i , .  : , 
suspended for 15 years as a 
result of investigations on 
the same ra~e at V/indanr. 
Teeing commission act The commission also said 
makes it an offence, for that investigations were 
conduct "contrary to th e continuing with regard to 
public interest" by any li- two other races, one at 
censee. All owners, trainers, 'Flamboro Downs in Dundas 
drivers and track and the other at Sudbury 
Carr was found guilty of 
wagering on a horse other 
than the one he owned and 
Heywood was found guilty of 
deliberately driving his 
horse to prevent finishing in 
the first three positions. 
Investigations of the ninth 
race at Orangev i l le  
Raceway on Jan. 9 led to 
charges against four 
people:. 
--Graham L, Burgess, 26, 
of Orangeville was 
suspended for 10 years for 
having illegal bets placed on 
his behalf and a further 10 
ears to run concurrently 
r conspiring to affect he 
outcome of the race. 
--Bruce White, lS, of 
Orangeville was suspended 
for seven years for knowing 
about the scheme and not 
reporting it. 
:-George Wain, 30, of 
Brampton was suspended 
for 10 years for intent to 
rpetrato or aid a fraud, 
ring illegal wagers 
plaeed-on his behalf and 
conspiring .to "effect an 
unlawful purpose" and for 
15 years for endeavoring to 
affect he race outcome. His 
sentences will rdn 
concurrently. He was also 
freed $100 fo driving without 
a current licence. 
--Paul Hawkins, 36, of 
Collingwood had his licence 
suspended for 10 years for 
illegal purchase of pari- 
mutuel tickets and 
endeavoring to affect the 
outcome of a race by 
soliciting driver'William 
.Budd to finish out of the 
money. 
GAVE INFORMATION 
MacNaughton said the 
commission hasturned all 
information over to the 
Ontario attorney-general's 
department for possible 
prosecution under the 
criminal cede. 
employees are required to Downs Raceway. 
PONY LEAGUERS 
Not spectacular 
in Dawson Creek 
Terrace Pony League All-Stars came away from a 
three-day tournament in Dawson Creek with two wins 
against hree losses. . 
Terrace coach Colin Chasteauneuf called the 
tournament "medicore" and added that no team there 
should have beaten his team. 
In the open ing  game Friday nigil.t, Terrace p.ticher 
Jim Keller fanned 11 Dawson CreeR Mete omy to l o s e  
2"l~he winning pitcher for the 1~le~.was, according to 
Chestcauneuf, "about the best piteser I have ever 
seen for that age level." 
Saturday, Terrace faced the Dawson C.r~k .All.- 
" Stars twice winning the first game 8-6 ana xusmg me 
second 6-2. 
Darcy Budiselich started the first game and was 
relieved in the seventh by-Grag Paulson who 
registered the win. Deadlocked 6-6, th~ game was 
forced to  go two exlxa i nn ing .  . 
Darrel Carter was tagged with the Saturday 
aftcrunon loss. 
Dawson Creek Legion handed pitcher Kevin 
Gleason and the Terrace team a 7-3 loss Sunday 
morning, but .the visiting team roared back later to 
Irotmce Dawson Creek A]l-Stare 9.0 with Jim Keuer on 
the mound. , 
Chasteanneuf nard the club "came alive in the final 
game ,,and id what they should have been doing all 
a long .  • 
Run Arnold-Smith led Terrace hatters at the plate 
with six hits at 13 times at bat. In the last game, Greg 
Paulson playing behind the plate, threw out fotw. 
Dawson Creek runners at second base a~u anomer ac 
third. No Dawson Creek runners got as far as third 
base. 
Plans are now being finalized for a return 
engagment between Dawson Creek and Terrace in 
Terrace. one or more teams from Ketchikan, Alaska 
may also compete in the tournament slated for the 
first three days in July. 
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ONTARIO " . . . . . . . . . . . .  : " "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • i • ", _. 
Ontario's Georgian Bay Island offer rocky boaters. (Canadian Government Office of : , , : 
terrain for hiking and thousands of islands Tourism Photo) 
and sheltered channels for sightseeing , = ' 
Courageous  winn ing ! , i 
S " I " agannst newer  boat  : -" 
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) -- suprise front runner in the TURNER TAKES LEAD 
Courageous, three years old. America's Cup preliminary In the second race, Ted 
and at a supposed trials off Newport. Hood sailing Independence 
disadvantage oing against Monday, she defeated one gave his boat he advantage 
two boats of more advanced of the new boats, at the start, but within a few 
design, has emerged as the Independence, by one minutes Ted Turner, 
minute and seven seconds in "flamboyant owner of [] • 
r~ . their first race and by 54 baseball's Atlanta Braves • [] 
_l',~/=~ f~ ~ ~r  seconds in the second race and Courageous' skipper, • • [ ]  . []  
• .w V ~ l.n I on Rhode Island Sound. had driven his boat through [] • 
~..~,.,,T'i~-~r~, , ,  CourageoUSsaturday.theThe two victories gaVet r ia l s  wich4-0 recordbeganin e d.int° the lead" She led ta the ima insa i land . j ibA  n w and effec ive c a n  turn your don't wants ! 
r~ ~ ~ n V~. (~ Independence and the combination on Courageous 
- -v  v v ,  , , , ,  v other new boat, Enterprise, contributed to her superior [] . , . . l[] 
. . . . . . .  j. which did not race Monday, speed upwind which made . "" ' ' " "th a 
.~ l l J r , . ( ] l r [  both bave l-3 records. Those the difference in both races. [ ]  . . i n to  cash  Wl ' 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A today while Courageous, the with a lot to prove," Turner " 
i federal ,,lea,~e of $50 000 to successful 1974 America's said. "We haven't proven 
~-~da~"s ° financially- Cup defender, gets the day anything yet, but it's been 
plagued World Cup soccer off:. . . . . . .  veraYd~nnC°nt~angic~gs ' w ind :  ' ~' [--'~--'''~ ~~~VIIi ~' * ad  i team has started the ball t~ourageous lea a. me lnuepenu o • I • • " " 
rollin~ manager John way in the first race indicator fell from the top of : ' ' I 
McMa'on  said Monday  Monday ,  sai led in soutbwest  . her  mast  before  the race  ~ Hera ld  • . , 
Iona Cam-aano lo  winds of eight-to-10 knots, began, and her crew could . " ' 
ministei" of state.~o~fitness She led by 27 seconds at the get ~o readings ~e r~st of 
and amateur s-ort first windward mark and in- the day on wind direction .~ . • . , , .m 
Saturda,, auaranteed ~-~0 '- creased her lead at every and velocity. But Hood said m , " ' [ ]  
nnn ;, f~de~al ssistance" to remaining mark of the 11- that had not been a factor in ~1 . . . .  • 
ti~e "team, which will mile course. Independence's defeat. t = t 
I " " , i 
compete ina zone qualifying [] [ ]  
tournament in October in [] ' " ~ [] [ ]  . . • 
Mexico,,,i,m pos i t ive we' l l  get the VILLAGE OF  PORT EDWARD.  M Fill in your ad copy below (one word per space) and m. 
rest  from somewhere," said • • ' • 
McMahon, who has PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT'  [] '" . . . • 
prepared  a $175,000 budget  ,,,m,, . , - ,~,, - . ,~--  .B send with $2.00 to The Herald 3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
for Canada's participation ,~ ,=vv  rv .o ,u ,vn~ [ ]  . ." . • 
in the round. 
Games PUBLIC WORKS SUPERINTENDENT --. | i , u ' :: 
" i i I I " in Au,',ust . , .  , .v, , .d , , . .o , , , ,o .  of cob, ,  wo, , ,  |, Superintendent by the Vlll~ge of Port Edward. The AKLAVIK NWT (CP) I 'eferredcandldstewlllhavealh°r°ughknbwledge°flhe l "  ' I I I ." 
- -The  Macke~. ' ie  'R'eoional requirements of maintenance and operation of such = • [ ]  
~'~"-'hern Games ° are munlclpla services as street, drainage systems, sewage 
'.~..~.'..~, n~.i r~. A . . . .  , ~ ~,, o vollecllon systems etc,. Whlle technlcal training Is deslrable, " , ' , , . 
M.~'l~n,~;~ r' lalt . . . .  Irk . thereof, An essential requirement Is the ability to organlse, [ ]  , [ ]  
,~,"..';,,'~;'"~'..~ . r "~ '  . . . . .  direct, plan and budget for the activities of the municipal [ ]  , m 
maintenance force []  " I ~ -1  ~ames co-ordinator Billy =_ e Gordon of Aklavik said The salary for the position is SIS,000.00 (negotiable). Usual .. [ ]  
Monday that Mackenzie fringe benefits such as Dental Plan are available. [ ]  . ' ' , 
Delta and upriver ~ 
communi t ies  wi l l  attend. Written applications wil l  be received at 567 Sunset Drive, [ ]  . , ' [ ]  
B lanket  toss, goou woman Port Edward, B.C., V0V 1G0, until 5:00 p.m., Ju ly  15,1977. [ ]  ' . . • 
contest, seal and rat • [ ]  
skinning, bannock making ~ . . . . . . . .  • " [ ]  
and traditional dress are o. , ,  ~,.~mf.. .  [ ]  [ ]  
examples  of the p lanned Clerk.AdminisTrator • ' , ' • 
events. •••••••••••M••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street' 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C 
Phone 635.6357 • .Terrace. 
Phone 632.5706 - KItlmat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada. 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
~I.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
:word thereafter. No refunds on' 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play wlll. 
be In room 4, CaledonTa High 
School. All bridge players ar~ 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information: 
phone 635-1356. (cff) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. . 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting, 
~eld every 2rid and 4t~ 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.(d~41. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY. 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at t~ 
:in the Skeena Health Unit. Fo~, 
more Information phone 635. 
2847 or635-3023. 
The monthly forum o f  the 
Kitln~t N;D.P. Club will he on 
June the 21st Rlverlodge 7:30. 
This forum is very Important, 
there will be presented a list of 
nominations for the next 
executive so a good turnout Is 
very necessary. There will also 
be • showing of films of Interest. 
Once again these forums are 
open to the public and are not 
boring, it is a piece for talk and 
discussions and In these 
troubled times you need an 
outlet and what batter place to 
do It than at our forums. For 
Information phone the following 
numbers: 1.638L 1.7039, 1.2486. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
638.1021 
&~S.7423 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial. Denations may. be 
sent to T~race Unlt, Box 22, 
'Terrace, B.C. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you maklng your own life 
and your children's miserable'.' 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
A l l  enquiries absoh.,tely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635.4419 or Jane -. 63F. 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four .Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesdayof each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meetlng~ 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
fbrther information phone 635- 
344~. 
Meeting --  Terrace B.p.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O~R.P. 
(Ladiesi of the Royal Purpie) - 
Second and Fourth Menda~;' of 
.~onth. 
I 
• ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrigeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635- 
$1176 or 638-1231. (cft) 
For all your fruit tree spraying 
needs. Phone 625-37~. (P.15, 
16, 17.) 
Golden Rule: Ocld lobs for the 
Iobless. Phone 635.4535.. 3238 
Y~lum. (cff) . . . .  
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. "rand. 
scaping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, c lear ing.  TTuck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle timelier. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask ,for Wayne. 
(ctf) 
AISLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical" Con. 
tractlng. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876or 638-1231" (L"ff) 
I I I  I I = 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY " 
Low Rates 
~1o job too big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635-4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctfl 
16. Lost 
• Lost - 1 puke shell necklace, 
about 2 weeks ago. Please 
phone 635-,1856 or 635.3024. (P. 
15, 16, 17) 
19. Help Wanted 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police pei;mlt 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi • 635.2242. (dr 
School District 
No. 92 (Nlshgo) 
School Dlstrl~ No. 92 (Nlshge) 
requires a general Maintenance: 
Superlntondent to work with' 
and train Native Nlshga people 
In theoperetlon and main. 
tenance of schools, teachers 
h~uslng and student group 
homes situated at Alyansh, 
Greenville and Klncollth in the 
Nase River Valley ap- 
proximately 60 miles north of 
Terrace B.C. 
The lob encompases the 
following scope of work: 
. maintenance of buildings, 
services, equipment and 
grounds. 
. development and Im- 
plemantetlon of a "preventative 
maintenance" and an "ef- 
ficiency of operation" program. 
NORTHWEST Wanted, a rear end for 68: 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE Mercury V= ton. Phone 638.82~96. 
(ctf) 
Not:thwest College requires • 
38 Wanted - Misc.  
For sale." Registered Boston 
Terrier, female. 1 year old. 
From champion stock. ~1~30"a. 
(C, 15, 
16, 17;) 
Wanted to buy. 1800 C.C, 
Mazda or Courier engine or 
h'uck of same with good engine, 
635-2~03. (clf) 
Acreage Wanted. Enquiries to 
BOx 1158, this paper. (P..16, 17, 
is) 
Wanted; Tent that steal= 4 to 
peoplv. Also camping 
equipment ell in good condlton. 
Phone 63,¢9323. (cff) 
Instructors for the following 
Night School Pregrsmmes at 
the Terrace Campus In 
Saptemberi !977. 
Blueprint Reading for 
Carpentry 
Basic House Framing 
Automotive Electrical 
Tune-Up 
Industrial First Aid 
Introductory Bookkeeping 
Business Management 
Medical Typewriting 
English Grammar 
Persons Interested In teaching 
any of these Night School 
Courses are Invltod to contact 
Mr. Dick Kilborn or Mr. Fred 6 
Wilson at 635.6511 or write to: 
Northwest Community 
College 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4C2 
(c.l.S) 
~4. Situations Wanted ~ 
WORK TNA~TEO 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscoplng etc. Backhoe Wit.k, 
roto-tllling, post hple dl~glffg. 
Phone 
6~':M82 
(dr.) 
32. B icyc les ,  Motorcyc les  
For Sale Honda Bike T.C. 70. 
Asking price $350.00 or best 
offer./~15.2933. (p.11,13,15) 
33. For Sa le .  Misc.  
39. Boats & Engines 
For sale 14' flbregless over 
plywood boat, plus trailer and 
9.5 H.P. outboard. $395. Phone 
635-6075 after 6. (P - 15, 16, 17, 
18.) 
For sale 17' 1914 ~!astroo with 
85 HP Mercury ;outboard, 
trailer and accessories. Phone 
638.1879. ~ (p-18) 
48. Suites for Rent 
~ltes for rent :  ~ 
Available July 1st, smell 
centrally ~locotad qpartment, 
self contained, suitable for 
singles. ~ Phone : 635.2425 
anytime. (C - 15, 16; 17, 18.) 
2 bedroomapt, for ren*t. :Frldge 
Four room summer cabin on 
lease lot on west side of Lakelse 
Lake. 200' lake frontage, road 
access. Phone 635.4252. (p- 
3,8,10) 
Quiet country living In town. 
Selld 2 bedroom house on well 
treed one acre lot. Low taxes, 
excellent garden soil. Priced 
low, owner anxious to move. 
Phone 638.7586. (p-18,15,18) 
4 bedroom home on quiet 
street near schools. 
Livlngroom, dining and klt~en, 
2 baths, famllyroom, carport, 
landscaped fenced yard and 
storage shed. 635.3896. (p. 
]8,20,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16) 
Near new 4 bedroom home on 
quiet street. Wall to wall 
carpeting. Frldge, stove, deep 
freeze and drapes. Further 
Information phone 635.~t51. (c. 
14,15,16,17,18) 
Large fenced yard back and 
front with fruit trees. Private 
sidewalk. , Garage, Newly 
redecorated 2 bedroom house. 
Moving and must sell. Good buy 
at $20,500. Phone 635.2743. (c- 
16) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home' and 12K56 
complete addition co,raining 3 
bdrms., flrep ace & wall .to wa I 
carpet on V= acre on school bug 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house,, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area,'small fruits, berry 
bushes end fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 63S- 
between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
~nds: (sff) 
For sale 12x36 Ioey shack. Open 
to offer. Completely finished. 
Phone evenings 635-7901. (P. 
22.) 
For sale. Matching brown sofa 
and stove. 5125 par month. 2 I~clroom house with large 
• Westerhof Apartments. Nelson fenced yard back and front with 
Road. New Remo. 635~90,1. (P trulttrens. Newly redecorated. 
- 15, 16.) ~ Pr ivate sidewalk-garage. 
Moving and must sell. Good buy 
For rent:: Duplex, full  otS20,S00.Phone~.2743after6 
basement, carport, fr'ldge and pro. (c.16) 
stove, close to town and schools. 
end chair. Asking 8125.00. 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 
8 department total, recon. 
ditlonod, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlnterlend General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St. Terrace, 
63S.4636. (eft) 
2" Reject lumber. S20 per 
thousand board ft. only. Price• 
Skeana Forest Products. (ctf) 
For sale; one steve. Good 
condition. Phone 635.5365 after 
6. (ctf) 
4 G.601S" Goodyear'Tires on 4 
C~rome Reverse Chev Rims. 
Asking $250.00. Call 638.1651 
anytime. (P- 15, 16.) 
For sale one I l l  furnace and 
one 48 pal hot water tank. Phone 
635.5490. (c-16) 
For Sale, weaner pigs. 635. 
2603. (ctf) 
.For ~;om'e real-bargains In used 
• supervision of lanltorlal par- ~omen's and children's 
sonnel and their work Including ;clothing, household item.s and 
ordering and distribution of ;toys see the selection, at th~ 
supplies, clesnlng aids and Kltlmat Workshop at 660 W. 
equipment. Columbia St. a t  Rlverlodge, 
• manegemeM and placement ~ Open 9 to 4 week- 
orredlstrlbutlon, as required by days...donations welcomed. 
staff changes, all furnishings 
• and household .effects In 
teachers housing units. 
• assesment, development and 
administering of budget fundlng 
for: 
(a) malntonence personnel 
and supplies 
(b) lanltorlal personnel and. 
supplies 
(c) minor capital expense 
prolectS 
The Maintenance Superln- 
t~dent wi l l  be employed by 
School District No. 92 and its 
elected Beard I t  Trustees. He 
shell report dlrec!ly to the 
Secretary.Treasurer. Salary 
will be in the area of S18,000- 
$20,000 annual basic w i th  
benefits, accom0datlon and 
veblcle allowances negotiable. 
Experience and successful past 
performance in similar fields of 
work described wil l  be a 
requirement for applicants to 
this Job.' 
Please reply wlth full resume 
to: 
Mr. John G. McMynn C.A. 
Secretary.Treasurer 
School District No. 92 
(Nlshga) 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
. Terrace, B.C; 
• VaG IP8, 
Clo~Ing date for posltlen Is June 
25, i97/. 
(C-16) 
(¢ff) 
SELLING 
Hay -- Straw 
Western & 
English Tack 
Grooming Eqb~pment 
635-5617 
,(ctf 
I 
For Sale 
Garrarp automatic turntabl~ 
with shure cart $50.00. Rockwell 
1V= HP Industrial "router like 
new, best offer. 
16'w x 32'1 x 10°h tent 
.complete with mosquito scresn 
all around and liner for winter 
months, Has holes and 
Insulation for 2 wood stoves. Is 
In excellent condition. Best 
offer. Phone 635.3172 after 3:30 
pro. (p.18) 
. I . 
Flowering almonds, flowering. 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
rult trees & b~.'ry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
'ornamental trees, shrubs &' 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive in Terrace. Open 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
Available July 1. Phone 
anytime 635-5233. (C - 15, 16.) 
Three bedroom duplex close 
to town on quiet  street. 
Available July 1. References 
required. No dogs. Phone 635- 
7083. (C-11,12,13,14,15) 
Large 3 bedroom duplex plus 
family room; good Iocetlon; 
close to schools; reasonable 
rent; avell~ble Immedlotely. 
Phone 635-3817 after 5. (cff) 
HIL[SIIOE" LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeping 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non-drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611: (cff) 
I 
Suites for Rent 
'Keystone Cbur~t 
Apartments, Office No. 
2-4611 Scott. One; two 
and three bedroom 
apartments. 
635-5224 
I 
Forrent: 3bodrcom unit. Close 
to town, school and hospltsh 
Available July 5. View at 2713 
-lall. (P 15, 16) 
L 
Olinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studl 
or 1 bedroom apartments 
Security enterphone. Phone 
638-1032 
or 
~f  636-4321 
I 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1V= baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town_Suitable for 
farrdlles. $250 per mint11. 6- 
monte lease. Apply St,lie 108 - 
4530 Scott. (cff) 
CEDAR 'PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terl 'ace, B.C, 
635-70.56 
"New 1,-2 and'3 bedroom sultes 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area/ 
sauna and pool table, with. 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(cffl 
For rent July 1st, 2 bedroom 
suite. Frldge and stove. Cen- 
trally located. No pets. 625.947T. 
(stf) 
Family home cn one acre on 
bench boastS 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortabl.e living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
tour offer. 638-1790. (cff) 
BY OWN E R 
A unique home with stained 
glees wlndews, 3 bedrooms, a 
finished basement, with wet 
i bar, 2 natural stone flreplkcee, 
children's plsygfo'und and 
greenhouse. 
Drive by 
4818 Halllweil 
or phone 
638-1403 
FOR SALE~ 
3 bedroom modular home, 
Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900 
Phone 635-3469 
or 
679-3961. 
(ctf- Ju, Jul) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split-level, 3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needsmioor 
repairs. Ideal starter home. 
Owner eager to sell. /Wide.an, 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
bo~e on trade. Call 112.562-6651 
or 635-7353 to view. (ctf) 
THE AHSWERTOTHE 
HIGH COSTOF HOUSING 
A beautiful Domfeb home, 
completely packaged for $16,000 
delivered to your lot (assembly 
optlonsl). Exclusive Colorflt 
System. These luxurious homes 
Include solid oak kitchens, wall= 
to.wall carpels, sliding perle 
doors, mahogany Interior trim. 
Outstanding architecture. 
Savings and features that will 
delight you. Standards far 
exceed minimum CMHC and 
NHA requlremente. A 
reasonable lot available for 
$9,500 In the Thornhlll area. 
Send two dollars for our colour 
brochure. 
Ed Carder, Authorized 
Dealer 
. Minstrel blend, B.C. V0P 
1L0 
(I)-22) 
Home for sale by builder. 
Brand.new 3 bedroom home, 
attractively decorated. 
Bedrooms, living room and 
hallway wall to wall carpeted. 
Natural gas heating. Full 
basement • partially finished. 
Phone 635.7367. (C • 15, 16, 18, ) 
I . I 
Office for rent. Phone 635-2600 
days or 635-6937 nights. (c.tS) 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
~1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
Manage (eft) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
Wanted to rent Immediately; 
a 4 bedroom house with some 
acreage, fireplace, gara0e, 
shower, preferably with a 
• washer and dryer hook-up. Will 
give references. Please ph'on¢ 
635.6357 and leave name and 
number. ( s f f )  
55. P roper ty  for  Sale 
_ . . l J  
93' x 180' lot, 12' x 60' trailer, 
10' x 16' Joey Sahck, has 24' x 44' 
shop, cement floor, 12' x 24' 
lean-to on r.eer of shop. One 
block from golf course. Cell 635. 
7889. (p.14,15,16,17,18) 
13 x 68 ElmoMe. 3 h~room, Head: Navlg big Water 
separate util ity room. Set up In Protedkm Act 
local trailer court. Mavlng, R.S.C. I970, Chip N' N.19 
must sell. Make an offer 
5817. (C- 15, 16, 17, 18,19, 20, :11, conedlan Collulo ~ Company, 
22, I.) LlmlhKl hereby lives notice 
that It has, under Section I of 
12x.% Parkwond, 2 bedroom, 
uti l i ty room dining room 
separate from kitchen, china 
cabinet and buffet, carpet 
throughout. Well kept yard, 
utility shed, most furnishings, 
reasonably priced at $10,500. 
Meal for young couple or 
retired couple. Phone 635-6020. 
Set.up and skirted in Terrace 
Trailer Court. (c.16) 
For sale 12x66 3 bedroom 1915 
Glendale Elmonte trailer set up 
In Timberlend Trailer Park 
with 2 Ioey shacks and covered 
patio unfurnished, will furnish.if 
desired. Phone 635.7645. (c.19) 
the said ACt, ddpa ited with the 
District Reglstrm of the Land 
Registry Dlstrb of Prince 
Rupert at Prl, :e Rupert, 
British Colun~ble, i descrlptlen 
of the site and th plans of on 
effluent pipeline, q ffuser, foam 
trap, walkway a d causeway 
proposed to be I Id  in Block 
"A" ,  D.L. 7381, E )ck 7371 and 
in the bad of PorF lea Harbour, 
adjacent to We son Island, 
British Columbia, and In from 
of Block "A",  D.L 7382, Range 
S, Coast District. 
66. Rec. Vehic les  
1971 Volkswagon Camper, 
new tires, shocks, carpets, 
Insulated," propane, low 
mileage, excellent condition, 
must sell. Phone 632.4,117 after 5 
p.m. (p.17) 
Big game guiding area In the 
Skeena. Watershed for sale or 
• trade In property. Intereste~ 
parties write to this paper, c-o 
Box 1157, Terrace, B.C. (p- 
20,3,5,8,10) 
57. Automobi les  
Must sell '12 International 
Travelall. Excellent condition. 
New brakes, A.C., dual tanks, 
$1800 or bast offer. Phone 
2485 after 6. (C - 15, 16, 17, 18.) 
1974 Blazer, 350 four speed, PS. 
PB. 4 x 4 fully serviced. A1 
running order. $4,600.00 Phone. 
evenings only638-1733. (P.  18.) 
For Sale: 1976 Okanegan 
Camper and 1974 Chev P-U with 
,154 ClD engine. "must be ~Jd 
as one unit." Reduced for quldt 
sale. Very clean & well looked 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cramer St. after 6 pm. (ctf) 
For sale 8 ft Vanguard 
camper, 3 way frldge, steve, 
furnoce, lacks and under body 
hold down. Asking 81950. Phone 
635-7721. (p-S,1O) 
8' camper, 1975, thres-way 
trldge, stove, furnace, phone 
635.4534. View 3806 Doby. (p. 
11,12,13,14,15) 
8' Caveman camper. Steve, 
oven, sleeps 4. '3 way power 
196i Peugeot automobile. Good hook.up, sliding from wlndo, 4 
running condition and tlrse. 35 hydraulic lacks. S1200. Phone 
• mllespergellon. $300. 635.3745. ~ after S. (.c-13:14,15) 
(P - 16, 21, 3.) 
"1971 - 27ft. Empress Motor 
As is, where Is.,. 1. 1970 Ford Hc)me. Equipped for large 
Eoonollne. 300 Van. May be young family. 
viewed 8.12 and 1.5, Monday to . full bathroom 
Friday at Sleds and Stewart 
Ltd., 4423 Railway, Terrace. 
Offers' made within. Highest 
offer not necessary accepted. 
(C 15, 16, 17.) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 
.for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635.4373 
DL 00605A cft 
1976 G.M.C., short box, 4x4, 
s l iver  and maroon colour, roll 
bar, and extras, Phone 635.$691. 
(cff) 
For Sale 1971 Econollne Van. 
E200. V.8 Auto. Good condition. 
Best offer. Phone 635.7672. (c- 
18) 
1974 Blazer, 44,000 miles. 
$4200.00. Phone Bill at 635.4390 
after S pm. (c.14,15,16,17,18) 
Going South? Enloy air- 
conditioning. 197S Chevelle 
Mallbu Classic. 18,000 miles. 
Phone 635.4384. (ctf) 
. washer & dryer 
.4,000 waft generator 
. air conditioner 
413cu. In. Dodge motor and 
chassis 
First offer of $1~,000 or closest 
offer as of June 23,. 1977. Call 
Jim Shersten, Kltlmet, 632. 
7447." (o16) 
68. Legal  
Tenders call for School 
District No. 92. Nlshga proposed 
Renovations to Board Office, 
New Alyansh B.C. 
General tenders are 
requested from contractors for 
renovations and alternation to 
the existing.old two class day 
roomsl Telt Street, New 
Alyansh. 
Plans av.allable at School 
District No. 92 offices, 4548 
"rransfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ctff) 
1972 Toyota Cellos; 4 speed; 
power assisted brakes; radio; 
tach; good clean condlton; 
S1650, or offers. Ph. "635.3470. 
(ctf) 
1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford f,100, 
1972 Datsun pick.up. Call 635- 
6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(ctf) 
For sale 1968 Ford Station 
wagon. Good condition $300. 
Phone 625-3148. (c.17) 
.p . .  
58. Mob i le  Homes 
For sale 12x54 Mobile home, 
with 21x54 addition, 4 bedronms 
w to w carpets, private water, 
32x30', 2 stall shop for two large 
trucks, 3 other outbuildings on 
large well kept 10t near schools • 
price $29,S00.00 Will consider 
late model pick.up as part 
payment. Phone 635.2933. (p. 
11,13,15) 
For sale. 13 ft. 1975 Triple E 
trailer. Like new. Has all ex. 
tras. Phone 632.6991 after 5 pm. 
(~16) 
14. Business Personal 
Put your skills as a housewife 
Into earnings. A Professional 
Homema'~ers course will be 
held In Terrace. 
Register Now 
For further Information call 
635.5135 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635.2188 
e 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repolrs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) A 
And take notice '..at after ttA 
explrotlon of one month from 
the date of the I Jbiicotlon of 
thisnotice Cana¢ an Cellulose 
Company, Limltq ~ will under 
Section 8ofthesal Actappiyte 
the Minister of :enspart for 
approval of the dd site and 
plans. 
Dated thls 16th de, of June, 1977 
Canadian Collulo ~ Company, 
Umltod 
1200.1111 West Ha dings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 16E 21(2 
(C - lS.) 
" ' JAN ICE  tAR JORIE  
WALKER, PLI ASE TAKE 
NOTICE THAT a hearing 
concerning your daughter, 
Amelia Llnda Walker, born 279h 
day of February, .973, will take 
place on the 139h. : July, 1977 at 
the Provincial O irt of British 
Columbia, Family Division, 
Holdan at Prlnc Rupert end 
that you may ~ "lind at the 
hearing and the" you ere en- 
titled to oppose sL h appllootlon 
by the Super[ntel tent of Child 
Welfare by appee lag In person 
or as represents by Counsel 
and that if you ~. ) not appear 
and are not re resented by 
Counsel to opp( ,e such ap- 
plication, an Iv ler may be 
made In your ~ )since corn- 
miffing Amelia Li da Walker to 
the temporary t '  permanent 
custody of the SuF rlntendent of 
Child Welfare z ,d that the 
consequences of : Jch an Order 
arethot you will I sa your right 
to havecustody of ~mella Llncla 
Walker without fu ther Order of 
thls Court." (c- 7,10,11,12,13) 
PUflC  LINE 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 
635.9101. 
Bidders shall submit sealed 
tenders by Tuesday June 28, 
1977. To: 
John G McMymne 
Sac. Treasurer 
of School District No. 92 
n 
~The Mower 
| tually EIImir 
I Ups 
4548.Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
OTTAWA (CP) --  ,. "~•:: 
, , . _  to 
Progressive Conservative 
committee rooms are faced SOLiD.S ATE 
with an interesting ehoice. 
At the top of the stairs LAWN. B0¥ 
leading to the second-floor 
quarters, they can take an 
uncharacteristic left turn to 
the Tory office, or they can 
turn right to th~ Bodee Shop, 
labelled "the nude 
showplace of Ottawa." 
That Vir- 
Hes Tune-  
Torraoe E luipmen! 
Sales Ltd 
4539 Grei. Ave 
Terrace B.C. 
S$S SAVE THOUSAND: SS$ 
ON PRE-OWNED MOBILE H 3MES 
12x68 Diplomat 
12x58 Cista.Villa 
10x58 Frontier 
These homes may be viewed at the G~ .~enacres 
Mobile Home Park in Terrace. 
635-2482 
For  par t i cu la rs  cal l :  
Don Purd ie  co l lect  
at 562-4341 
in Prince George 
COMMONWEALTH MOBILE F OMES 
Box 77 
DLN 026031 Prince George 
t 
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I I I  
The Wizard of Id 
the  da i ly  hera ld  • ., ' 
O1't THE L IGHTER S IDE 
-~...-mY A ~r -  ~ ~N ~ ~  
. ~1 '~'~J::::::;" : "~ "'"~::::~:!~ 
• . '~M • " * :¢~:~f`~.~..~....~.~:~.~%%~..`...~%%..~.~.~;~:~;~.;~;~;~;~;}~; 
:~ . . r~ . :~. "  ~':>.:~;.:.;.;,~. :;~..~.~.;.;.;...~.~.,...........;.;.,.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~;. , 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
Catfish ~, Rog Bollen 
il ~ vo~eo'r" He~ c~:~:~ 
i l ) jr m~-~ TO ~u~ I 
fi~(i~ POT o~ ~e~ ~Es .  ~-~ ~.  ,~ . ~ , ,  t !1 (~: :~T: .~ 
..tT~ (~ ' r l lNO ~o 1: ~TP.. 1"o 
F~TeD 
by johnny hart • 
I~Jd~ FR~TRATISC~. 
W~(  ~ lV l l~  ~ ? JUST ~L  
RP~ TH~ I:~JS'C. 
B.C. 
LDE~IN~ FOR (~U51" IN N~Y 
~U6~. . .  
by Dik Browne 
Archie . 
Hagar the Horrible 
T =o 
C,'c),,;sword 
by Eugene Sheffer  
ACROSS ' 37 Slumber DOWN 
1 - -  Alto 38 Town in i Leather  
5 Greek letter Indiana moccasin 
20-  Tyler, 
English 
rebel 
. / :  ..'. . .  ";. . .  
I FEATURES i 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances .Drake 
9 Public : 40 Dies -- 2 Humming- 
vehicle : ~ Edge bird 
'12 River in : 43 Twin-hulled 3 Fate 
England ~ vessel 4 Wild ass 
13 Neglect 48 Spherical 5 lnstrmnent 
.14 Wine vessel body of torture 
IS Cougar ' 49 Dill plant 6 Large birds 
17 Start for lid 50 A cipher 7 Stannum 
or rent 51 Manuscripts 8 Achieves 
18 Narrow (abbr.) 9 Methodical 
c~mneis ~ Stringed list 
19 Prize. instrument I0 Love god 
|1 Moved in 53 Division 11 Poet 
8 eu~ed of time 16 Insane 
course Avg. solution time: 27 i .  
24 Use the 
FACT ELK  ASPS 
pi~x~e PE  
IS Enaure 
IS " - 'd -vo iced ~ ¥ ~  
. -~e l~ ~l -dr617rgtr l lgc-~l  
Gatling w[wJ~5 I IA_ N~J / [L t lS IC  IAITI 
or ~en ~ ~ M B E I  
dbaster' IBIA NITNSIEIMI  I IN!O!L{EI 
3S Capital IBIEIEEIRBEIGIOBEIMIt ILl 
Of Einm IA IL ID IABAIG IAN $1EIAILI 
"~ai~isa~ Answer to yesterday's nuzzle 
, z s 
12 
0s 
2~ 
30 
33 
21 Arabian 
garments 
22 Lease 
~3 Burial 
places ~ 
24 Sand hill 
(Eng.) 
26 Small 
barracuda 
One d the 
Kennedys 
28 Stratagem 
29 Bl'eak 
suddenly 
31 Ocular 
FOR 'RIEW)AY, 
aP,.IN~IL 
(Oct. 24 to Hov. ~) 
DOy calb f~ spe l l  an  In 
personal matters; tart In 
rOJecting alms, ezlPreMlng 
• Act with dise~Um, 
(Mar. 11 to Alr. 20) 8AGITTARIUO 
I t  will be  important o (Nov. = to Dee. 21) 
i Mtwea~.  Stn~10~emxlruason. I~ 
facismxltheorim;sdsol~,tweon not reply on hunches or 
f~cismxlrumors.Bebretlking mmther's ~pso..Seek mm'e 
action, be mu'e where you're imowled~e ~ your sul~ect: 
• headed.  . .. Yo.r capadt~ br  ~ in' 
• ~A~ u~7" ~"~ .~,,~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 11) ~ ~  
34 Start for 
ice or aria seemtudble, rulethcmont.Do Gr~l~ and Indlvldnais 
mt become too brce~ul in a -  mt al l  feel the name a ~  
3735 ShoddYMan,s, • ~ ~ ~ ~  ise~.~ pl~¢ Yon be the qul~ 
nickname principles. - Jucl&eand ~t l in to~r ,  
38 School GEII~INI - , ]11~ ~ your Influmee wW be potent. 
dance (~ ~ ~ JUne ~)  1 - -  7 ~U~ 
39 Ventilates Keep ~ ulaler llturn (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ".-~='l 
40 Roman road cmtrol so as to insure better • Your intuition was right A 
41 A fixed ratio ~ In difficult sitosti~, message fzom s~me~e "In 
Further a&nmitioas: Don't know" confirms your .own 
44 Some overtax youreeH; don't belML Act pro .raptly ms In. 
45 Female ruff overehborate In handlIng farn~tionreeeivea. 
~,6 Goddess of detall~ " ~ X~_  
n, ~,~ vengeance 
. . . . . .  47 And not C&N¢'I~ . . ~  (Feb, 20 to Mar. ~) 
- (June 22 to July ~B) v~. .# Don't depart abruptly from a 
"/////~, buty~,~courso, na~tMalm where n~'gmey so 
strate~eall~; aim to s~'e as rewards will ~ sweeter. 
~as  / ~  YOU BORN TODAY are 
(July ~4 to Au& ~) ¢6~ dove ,  ~ and sensitive; 
Study reanaons ~ ~ em: lowed 'wt~af lm_~ada~= 
UmitaUon~. Concentrate on iiwly Imagination. -~ram nan 
significant i~ues without great appeal for ~ou and you 
neglecting minor ltmn~. A good could m~eed Inany_ field .wi~ 
day for taking unusual atop¢ takesyon atarbut,.l~ you 
' ' m ~  to limit your ]ournoys 
(Aug. Z4 to Sept. ~S) "v'~A, p~m~ra~enda, yo~rchoineo~ 
A day fro. some rdlsotion, careere is a i~  
in to ree~ra~e con. alnce your verendllly b 
~ 13 
' I .~ 
I ~~" 
~ 26 27 
@"1 
~ 14 
19 ~ 17 
32 
to move ahead When ~tu~ono an  ~ t  out le t  for your 
14z ~ ~,S 144 (~pL  24 to Oetebur 23) playwright or •critic.. Other 
i 4s  I ~.~.. ~49 I E~ SO W~kEr tepgMas lmtdonot  fleldainwhichyoneou~te~e, l: 
,,~ ~ ~ them inme~toty .  Be litemt~re, the law, ~maumn, 
I I I @~ I .,.~,. concise in ar r lngomem,  arch i tec t~.B~d:  J e~ 
s ,  * .~s~ I ~ '5~ " ~B l l~  
I ~ , ~ ~~, , -~ .  g~ '~  " 
Cryg)bxiuip . Thns space 
WDKJD.  CKHG.  JFE  HKAFEHG 
WDSSHC AF J  
Yesterday's Cryptequip - BANK 
STICK-TO A RUGGED VACATION BUDGET. 
O Ig77 K~I  Features Syndicate, Inc. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clne: C equals R
The CryptequIp is a simple substitution cipher in which each for your 
letter used stands for another. I f  you think that X equals O, it  ad 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
~ ' . ; : ; : ; : ; : ; ~ .  ;:;'~:~:::.'.'-.;.'.%-%-'~:"-:':"~-':::':::::~~ "~' :~:~;~ 
Today on television OOO ., 
( 
i . 2 3&6 4 . 9 
t ' ~ 9 :00  nc~. . - .  ~ ~- - / - - - "  ~ = ~  .. 
.' i 9:30 .~_~_- .vs  _'eg~. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I . . . .  ' . . . . .  ~311)Nn=- FaII,uN~¢.Y gIANT 10 :00  'JEAN C~..%."'~%" ~ ~MXIIN~J ~ LLu-'nR NA~ TM" 
Boner e - Ark . . . . . . .  , . _  . . _ , .  . . . .  o . . . .  - 9 by Addison ,~ , - , , , -  . . . .  i - - -  . m i~: -~- -  " ~,,~'-~,~--,~- .... . ,  . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  c='~_a~AE: ,I~EeT 11 :~ I~l . -  ==-= , .-~= -~- ~m~,ul ~ , -~ ~,,,~-- "~ . . . .  '" • " 'KIJ QS" " " ;~; ; ;T¢  p~' l rO  
1~I4ICD & I~E , , jA~ 11 .30  ~ . . . . . .  
~'~U~JV'~F~OWPO~"PL~g' ~ 0,~, FOOTyop. RIN_F .R_o.Nl'~.em. ~' ('~3" ~ {~ LF00"r,FoOT, ~J~JTIJPII::). ' . . . .  "wll.o KmO~OM I 1:00 .~'fil ! I~JmNIIIh ,,111. ' '~' I .FU¢ " " , 
.~U~r l .owe ¢=,~:.mWcoekS 3:30 . . . . .  ~-s mm r,w% . ,,,,,-- . . . .  -~- -  
"~---~-'- "" " - -  i lOVE ~,~.  STYLe 5:30 , . =_L_-.:,.iC CO, ... 
• . . . .  Hou.-. _~_~_~ 6.00 , , • 
- • ' ' ' 6 " ,30  nlo _~_L ~_ .;'_'_" _~' 
The Amazing SPIDER MAN " =  : -  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  "~b&~E TONIGHT LITTLE HOUSE ON 7. ~ ' ~ Y  . . . .  ,m , ~.-_--~- . . . . .  m . . . .  _ ___~'~ .T ~NE P~In lE  ~ 7". 30 .~1  P l~ :~ '~ ~ . . . . .  
. , .  - . . . . .  _nAp.HEY ~ 'ER 0 :go  - , ....... 
. . . . . .  ~ ..... , /  . - . ~ !  u t ~ ( ~ ! 1 ~ ,  . ' ~ ~  #HE- -  W~R/~r!  X H E ~  - -  ~ lP  . . . . .  " 8 .~n ~U~l l r  . . . . . .  , ...... . ' ; -  JAMBS MI¢ I I IN I I I I  S 
I~U¢IE ~.~.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, , o ~ ;  ~o  _ ~/ : ;< , ,~_~,  .. j~  ~/d~r /~:~f . -mg~ ~ ~ , , ~  . . . .  - - - " "  " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " • T.IL~. ( ;~)  9 :30 OAV0D ~,~: . . _ _~-  . .~_=, ,  ~r , ,u ,  
i Ee~'O~ ) /  1 ~ , . ~ , ' 3 ~ / ]  ~ / ( ~ / ~ a ~ - / ~ k ~ i ~  ~ ~,~w~o~ ~oN~,~,~ ~ j ~ . ~  " ~ '  - - :  10:39 ~.: ...... , . . . . .  . i . . . .  - _~ . . . . . . .  
• ,!,- , ~m P l l~L  IJk'llNO ~si~A 
" J  . , , , . . -  - N t~ FnNAL : 11.30 
," ~i s~.mJ~ll I ~ . . . .  
' 12 :N  ~ ~.' ~ '=-"  - - - - -  
. .  . 
